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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 1 (B1)



Activity group(s): 6 Number of exercises: 731



First Meeting (14 activity (ies) 01:12:51) Keywords [13 word(s)] alright fine good good morning goodbye have a nice day hello how are you how do you do name nice to meet you see you tomorrow thank you



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Hello! Good morning. How do you do?



2



How are you? Fine, thank you. Good. And you? I am alright.



3



2 2



How do you do?



I am fine, thank you.



3 3 3



Nice to meet you. Nice to meet you. Nice to meet you.



4 4 4



What is your name? I am Mr. Smith. My name is Peter Green. Mr. Newhouse.
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4



I am the manager. And you? A salesman. I am a personal assistant. The receptionist.



5



5 5 5



I am from Spain. I am from Spain. I am from Spain.



6 6 6



Where are you from? France. The United States. I am from Japan.



6



Pleased to meet you. Pleased to meet you. Pleased to meet you.



Goodbye, then! See you tomorrow. Have a nice day! Goodbye.



Word Pronunciation [13 word(s)] alright fine good good morning goodbye have a nice day hello how are you how do you do name nice to meet you see you tomorrow thank you



Sentence Pronunciation [17 sentence(s)] Good morning. How do you do? Fine, thank you. Good. And you? I am alright. I am Mr. Smith. My name is Peter Green. Mr. Newhouse. A salesman. I am a personal assistant. The receptionist. France. The United States.
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I am from Japan. See you tomorrow. Have a nice day! Goodbye.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1 Japan Spain France The United States



2 Spain Italy France Japan



3 The United States Canada France Japan



4 France China Spain Canada
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Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Hello! Good morning. How do you do?



2



How are you? Fine, thank you. Good. And you? I am alright.



3



Nice to meet you. Nice to meet you. Nice to meet you.



4 4 4



Pleased to meet you. Pleased to meet you. Pleased to meet you.



5 5 5



I am from Spain. I am from Spain. I am from Spain.



6 6 6



Where are you from? France. The United States. I am from Japan.



6



3 3 3



I am the manager. And you? A salesman. I am a personal assistant. The receptionist.



5



I am fine, thank you.



What is your name? I am Mr. Smith. My name is Peter Green. Mr. Newhouse.



4



2 2



How do you do?



Goodbye, then! See you tomorrow. Have a nice day! Goodbye.
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The Right Word with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1



Good morning. Fine Alright



2



Nice to meet you. Fine How



3



Pleased to meet you. do are



4



How are you? I my Subject pronouns The verb 'to be'



5



I am the manager. are is The verb 'to be'



6



See you tomorrow. afternoon day



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. hello I am fine see you tomorrow
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good morning I am alright goodbye
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Key grammar explanations [4 grammar point(s)] 1



Subject pronouns



2



The verb 'to be'



3



Definite and indefinite articles
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4



Names of countries: capital letters
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Grammar Practice [3 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to be)



I am



you (to be)



you are you're



he (to be)



he is he's



she (to be)



she is she's



it (to be)



it is it's



we (to be)



we are we're



they (to be)



they are they're



The verb 'to be'



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: a man



the man



a personal assistant



the personal assistant



a manager



the manager



a salesman



the salesman



a receptionist



the receptionist



a day



the day



a name



the name



Definite and indefinite articles
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3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: the man



a man



the name



a name



the personal assistant



a personal assistant



the manager



a manager



the day



a day



the receptionist



a receptionist



the salesman



a salesman



Definite and indefinite articles



Sentence Practice [4 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to be) from France.



I am from France.



You (to be) from Japan.



You are from Japan. You're from Japan.



We (to be) from Spain.



We are from Spain. We're from Spain.



They (to be) from the United States.



They are from the United States. They're from the United States.



The verb 'to be'



Names of countries: capital letters
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2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to be) from France. He (to be) from the United States.



He is from the United States. He's from the United States.



She (to be) from Spain.



She is from Spain. She's from Spain.



It (to be) from Japan.



It is from Japan. It's from Japan.



The verb 'to be'



3



I am from France.



Names of countries: capital letters



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to be) a manager.



I am a manager.



You (to be) a salesman.



You are a salesman. You're a salesman.



He (to be) a receptionist.



He is a receptionist. He's a receptionist.



She (to be) a personal assistant.



She is a personal assistant. She's a personal assistant.



The verb 'to be'



4



Conjugate as in the example. Example: You (to be) a salesman.



You are a salesman.



She (to be) a manager.



She is a manager. She's a manager.



It (to be) a computer.



It is a computer. It's a computer.



I (to be) a personal assistant.



I am a personal assistant. I'm a personal assistant.



The verb 'to be'
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Dictation [2 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4



Hello. Goodbye. Good morning. How are you? The verb 'to be'



2



1 2 3 4



Subject pronouns



France. Japan. Spain. The United States. Names of countries: capital letters



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Hello! Good morning. How do you do? France. No, I work in Italy. I work in Spain. Yes, I'm an export manager. No, I'm Mr. Smith.



2



2 2



How do you do? I am from Spain.



That's interesting.



How are you? Fine, thank you. Good. And you? I am alright. Yes, I work in Miami. No, I'm a salesman. No, I'm Mr. Smith. The United States. Goodbye.
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I am fine, thank you.



That's interesting. I am from Spain.
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3



What is your name? I am Mr. Smith. My name is Peter Green. Mr. Newhouse. No, I work in Italy. Yes, I'm an export manager. Yes, let's go. No, I'm a salesman. Yes, I work in Miami.



4



That's interesting. That's interesting.



Pleased to meet you. Pleased to meet you. Pleased to meet you. How do you do?



5 5 5



Oh, you're from France.



Where are you from? France. The United States. I am from Japan. I'm the Marketing Manager. Yes, I'm an export manager. Good morning. Fine, thank you. Yes, I'm Mr. Green.



6



4 4 4



I am the manager. And you? A salesman. I am a personal assistant. The receptionist. How do you do? Good afternoon. Fine, let's go. No, I'm French. Yes, let's go.



5



Nice to meet you. Nice to meet you. Nice to meet you.



I am from Spain. I am from Spain. I am from Spain. That's interesting. That's interesting.



6 6 6



Goodbye, then! See you tomorrow. Have a nice day! Goodbye. My name is Peter Green. Yes, I work in Miami. Yes, I'm an export manager. I'm Japanese. I'm the Marketing Manager.
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Nice to meet you. That's interesting. Oh, you're from Japan. That's interesting.
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On the Phone (14 activity (ies) 01:30:37) Keywords [11 word(s)] to call (v.) to call back (v.) department to hold the line later message never mind to phone (v.) position sorry to spell (v.)



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Hello, this is Catona Computers. Who would you like to speak to? Mr. Gordon in Accounting, please. Can I talk to the Accounting Department, please? Is Mr. Gordon there, please?



2



2 2 2



What's your name, please? 3 3 3



I'm Mr. Jang. My name is Beck. John Lopez.



3



How do you spell that? 4 4 4



J-A-N-G. B-E-C-K. L-O-P-E-Z.



4



Where are you calling from, sir? 5 5 5



From Powervex in Great Britain. I'm calling from Quickyear in China. Sud hi-fi in Russia.
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5



What is your position? I work in the Export Department. Export Manager. Accountant.



6



Hold the line, please. Please hold. Hold the line, please.



6 6 6



I'm sorry sir, but Mr. Gordon is in a meeting now. Never mind. Oh, O.K. I see.



7



7 7 7



Can I take a message for him? No message, thank you. I can call back later. No, I can phone later.



O.K. Goodbye. Fine, sir. Goodbye. O.K. Goodbye.



Word Pronunciation [11 word(s)] to call to call back department to hold the line later message never mind to phone position sorry to spell



Sentence Pronunciation [21 sentence(s)] Mr. Gordon in Accounting, please. Can I talk to the Accounting Department, please? Is Mr. Gordon there, please? I'm Mr. Jang. My name is Beck. John Lopez. J-A-N-G. B-E-C-K. L-O-P-E-Z. From Powervex in Great Britain. I'm calling from Quickyear in China. Sud hi-fi in Russia. I work in the Export Department. Export Manager. Accountant.
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Never mind. Oh, O.K. I see. No message, thank you. I can call back later. No, I can phone later.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1 China Germany Italy Great Britain Russia



2 Great Britain Spain China Russia Germany



3 Russia Great Britain Canada Italy China



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Hello, this is Catona Computers. Who would you like to speak to? 2 2 2



Mr. Gordon in Accounting, please. Can I talk to the Accounting Department, please? Is Mr. Gordon there, please?
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2



What's your name, please? 3 3 3



I'm Mr. Jang. My name is Beck. John Lopez.



3



How do you spell that? J-A-N-G. B-E-C-K. L-O-P-E-Z.



4



4 4 4



Where are you calling from, sir? From Powervex in Great Britain. I'm calling from Quickyear in China. Sud hi-fi in Russia.



5



What is your position? I work in the Export Department. Export Manager. Accountant.



6



5 5 5



Hold the line, please. Please hold. Hold the line, please.



6 6 6



I'm sorry sir, but Mr. Gordon is in a meeting now. 7 7 7



Never mind. Oh, O.K. I see.



7



Can I take a message for him? No message, thank you. I can call back later. No, I can phone later.
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O.K. Goodbye. Fine, sir. Goodbye. O.K. Goodbye.
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The Right Word with speech recognition [7 exercises] 1



Where are you phoning from? do is The present continuous Interrogative words



2



Hold the line, please. Spell Take



3



Can I take a message for the accountant? company export



4



ABC D E The alphabet



5



FGH I J The alphabet



6



PQR S T The alphabet



7



UVWX Y Z The alphabet



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to call to speak
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Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



The alphabet



2



Interrogative words
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Grammar Practice [6 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: how (you / to spell) it



How do you spell it?



where (he / to work)



Where does he work?



how (she / to call back)



How does she call back?



who (we / to want)



Who do we want?



what (they / to want)



What do they want?



how (it / to speak)



How does it speak?



who (I / to phone)



Who do I phone?



Interrogative words
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: What (to be) your name? where (to be) you



Where are you?



what (to be) it



What is it?



how (to be) he



How is he?



what (to be) we



What are we?



who (to be) they



Who are they?



where (to be) she



Where is she?



Interrogative words



3



What is your name?



The verb 'to be'



Reformulate as in the example. Example: who (you / to want)



Who do you want?



when (we / to call)



When do we call?



who (he / to be)



Who is he?



where (they / to work)



Where do they work?



what (it / to spell)



What does it spell?



when (she / to talk)



When does she talk?



who (I / to call back)



Who do I call back?



Interrogative words



4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: who (you / to want)



Who do you want?



where (you / to work)



Where do you work?



who (they / to be)



Who are they?



what (we / to spell)



What do we spell?



when (she / to phone)



When does she phone?



how (it / to work)



How does it work?



when (he / to call)



When does he call?



Interrogative words
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5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (what / who) is your name?



What is your name?



(what / how) do you spell your name?



How do you spell your name?



(what / where) do you work?



Where do you work?



(what / where) do you do?



What do you do?



(who / where) are you speaking to?



Who are you speaking to?



(who / what) is your position?



What is your position?



(where / how) are you calling from?



Where are you calling from?



Interrogative words



6



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I can (to call)



I can call



you can (to phone)



you can phone



he can (to spell)



he can spell



she can (to speak)



she can speak



it can (to talk)



it can talk



we can (to work)



we can work



they can (to call back)



they can call back



'Can': ability and likelihood



Modal auxiliaries



Sentence Practice [8 exercises] 1



Put the following phrases in the right order. Example: is / name / what / your / please?



What is your name, please?



is / position? / what / your



What is your position? What's your position?



are / calling / from? / where / you



Where are you calling from?



do / spell / how / you / that?



How do you spell that?



Interrogative words
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2



Put the following phrases in the right order. Example: is / name / what / your / please? the / where / Accounting Department? / is



Where is the Accounting Department? Where's the Accounting Department?



much / cost? / it / how / does



How much does it cost?



do / you / do? / what



What do you do?



Interrogative words



3



What is your name, please?



'How much' - 'How many'



Put the following phrases in the right order. Example: is / name / what / your / please?



What is your name, please?



is / accountant? / the / who



Who is the accountant? Who's the accountant?



Export Manager? / the / where / is



Where is the Export Manager? Where's the Export Manager?



do / to talk / you / who / want / to?



Who do you want to talk to?



Interrogative words



4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: How (you / to spell) that?



How do you spell that?



What (he / to do)?



What does he do?



Who (we / to speak) to?



Who do we speak to?



Where (they / to work)?



Where do they work?



Interrogative words
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5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: How (you / to spell) that?



How do you spell that?



How (I / to phone)?



How do I phone?



Where (she / to work)?



Where does she work?



Who (you / to want)?



Who do you want?



Interrogative words



6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: What (to be) your name, please?



What is your name, please?



Where (to be) the Export Department?



Where is the Export Department? Where's the Export Department?



Who (to be) the accountant?



Who is the accountant? Who's the accountant?



What (to be) your position?



What is your position? What's your position?



Interrogative words



7



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Where (to be) you (to call) from?



Where are you calling from?



Where (to be) they (to work)?



Where are they working?



What (to be) she (to spell)?



What is she spelling? What's she spelling?



Who (to be) he (to speak) to?



Who is he speaking to? Who's he speaking to?



Interrogative words
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8



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I spell the name of the company.



I can spell the name of the company.



You speak to the Accounting Department.



You can speak to the Accounting Department.



He takes a message for the accountant.



He can take a message for the accountant.



They call the Export Department.



They can call the Export Department.



'Can': ability and likelihood



Modal auxiliaries



Dictation [5 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



a b c d e The alphabet



2



1 2 3 4 5



f g h i j The alphabet



3



1 2 3 4 5



k l m n o The alphabet



4



1 2 3 4 5



p q r s t The alphabet
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5



1 2 3 4 5 6



u v w x y z The alphabet



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Hello, this is Catona Computers. Who would you like to speak to? Mr. Gordon in Accounting, please. Can I talk to the Accounting Department, please? Is Mr. Gordon there, please? That's too much. That's too many computers. 100 computers are too many. Canadian computers cost too much money. These ones are too small.



2



O.K.



What's your name, please? I'm Mr. Jang. My name is Beck. John Lopez. Oh, that's too much money. Those German ones, please. That's too much. Yes, that's not too many. Canadian computers cost too much money.



3



2 2 2



3



O.K. Fine. O.K.



How do you spell that? J-A-N-G. B-E-C-K. L-O-P-E-Z. Computers from Italy are too slow. Seven hundred dollars is not too much money to pay. Thank you. Yes, that's not too many. These ones do not cost a lot of money.
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4



That's true.
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4



Where are you calling from, sir? From Powervex in Great Britain. I'm calling from Quickyear in China. Sud hi-fi in Russia. That's too many computers. Computers from Germany are not expensive. That's not too many computers. These ones are too small. A discount of one hundred dollars is great.



5



Hold the line, please. Please hold. Hold the line, please. Fine.



6 6 6



That's true.



I'm sorry sir, but Mr. Gordon is in a meeting now. Never mind. Oh, O.K. I see. J-A-N-G. Computers from Italy are too slow. Those German ones, please. Is Mr. Gordon there, please? Eight hundred dollars is too much money.



7



That's true.



What is your position? I work in the Export Department. Export Manager. Accountant. I would like to order those German ones, please. No, I prefer that Italian one. German computers are cheap. Thank you. A discount of one hundred dollars is great.



6



5 5 5



7 7 7



Fine. O.K.



Can I take a message for him? No message, thank you. I can call back later. No, I can phone later. Yes, that's not too many. Yes, I'd like those German ones. No, I prefer that Italian one. From Powervex in Great Britain. That's not too many computers.
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O.K. Goodbye. Fine, sir. Goodbye. O.K. Goodbye. Fine.
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Breakfast Menus (19 activity (ies) 02:25:51) Keywords [18 word(s)] bacon bagel bread breakfast buffet butter cereal to choose (v.) continental breakfast cream cheese donut jam muffin pancake peanut butter sugar toast waffle



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You decide to have breakfast in a beautiful hotel. The waiter comes up to you and greets you. Good morning. Could I have breakfast, please? Could I possibly have something to eat? I'm hungry! Are you still serving breakfast?



2



Yes, of course. Please have a seat. I'll get you the breakfast menu. I don't need it. Do you have a wide variety? I already know what I want.



3



2 2 2



6 3 6



No, not really. Oh, you do?



Here you are. We serve continental breakfast and regular American breakfast items... A continental breakfast, please. What's a baguette? What's the special?
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Coming right up!



9 4 5
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4



It's a long, thin French bread, served with butter and jam. No, I always have that! And croissants? Hmm, yes, I love French bread.



5



Yes, I understand.



6 6 8



What would you like to have then? Do you have cream cheese or yogurt? I'll have some toast, with jelly. I'll just have croissants, please.



7



Plain toast? All right. Yes, no problem.



10 8 8



No, not for breakfast, I'm sorry.



11 11 10



Yes, we do. All right.



11 11 11



We also have sesame-seed rolls, donuts, buns... No, that would be too much. Give me three buns. Do you have apple pie?



9



7 8 9



I'm sorry, we don't. What do you have then? I'll have plain toast then. Could I have some whole-wheat toast?



8



6 9 8



Pancakes served with maple syrup. I'd prefer something healthy. No, that's too filling. Yes, I'll have that.



6



Yes, hmm... croissants, of course.



What will you have with your croissants? I'll have them plain. Do you have honey? Butter and lots of jam.
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10



We have waffles, French toast, pancakes... 11 11 11



I shouldn't eat too much. Hmm, I'll try the waffles. No, thank you. The toast should be enough.



11



How about some eggs? No, I can't eat them in the morning. How do you serve them? Eggs? Not for me, thank you!



12



That's my favorite! A good way to start the day! Coming right up!



15 14 Yes, we have hot chocolate.



Would you like lemon or milk in your tea? Lemon, please. Neither, thank you. Just a little milk, please.



15



13 13 13



And what would you like to drink? Coffee, please. I'll have tea. Do you have hot chocolate?



14



Ah! You don't like eggs!



However you like: fried, scrambled, hard or soft boiled, poached... I'll have scrambled eggs. Give me a soft-boiled egg, then. I'll have two fried eggs, with bacon, please



13



13 12 13



Cream and sugar? No, black. Just sugar, please. Sugar but no cream.



O.K. I'll be right back with that. O.K. I'll be right back with that. O.K. I'll be right back with that.



Word Pronunciation [18 word(s)] bacon bagel bread
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breakfast buffet butter cereal to choose continental breakfast cream cheese donut jam muffin pancake peanut butter sugar toast waffle



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] Good morning. Could I have breakfast, please? Could I possibly have something to eat? I'm hungry! Are you still serving breakfast? I don't need it. Do you have a wide variety? I already know what I want. A continental breakfast, please. What's a baguette? What's the special? No, I always have that! And croissants? Hmm, yes, I love French bread. I'd prefer something healthy. No, that's too filling. Yes, I'll have that. Do you have cream cheese or yogurt? I'll have some toast, with jelly. I'll just have croissants, please. What do you have then? I'll have plain toast then. Could I have some whole-wheat toast? No, that would be too much. Give me three buns. Do you have apple pie? I'll have them plain. Do you have honey? Butter and lots of jam. I shouldn't eat too much. Hmm, I'll try the waffles. No, thank you. The toast should be enough. No, I can't eat them in the morning. How do you serve them? Eggs? Not for me, thank you! I'll have scrambled eggs. Give me a soft-boiled egg, then. I'll have two fried eggs, with bacon, please Coffee, please. I'll have tea. Do you have hot chocolate? Lemon, please.
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Neither, thank you. Just a little milk, please. No, black. Just sugar, please. Sugar but no cream.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [13 exercises] 1 chocolates cherries cookies muffins tarts cakes



2 croissants sandwiches muffins cakes tarts cookies



3 jam honey chocolate spread peanut butter butter cheese



4 rolls bread sticks sponge cakes sandwiches sliced bread croissants
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5 an apple pie a sponge cake a muffin a chocolate cookie a croissant a pancake



6 honey marmalade peanut butter plum jam chocolate spread cream



7 butter marmalade peach jam yogurt cheese cream



8 an egg bacon a sausage a grilled tomato baked beans fried bread



9 coffee beer wine fruit juice fresh milk mineral water
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10 tea ice water beer fresh orange juice soda warm milk



11 lemons oranges apples pineapples apricots grapes



12 milk ice water black coffee lemon tea espresso hot chocolate



13 sugar whole-wheat flour salt pepper chocolate chips rice



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You decide to have breakfast in a beautiful hotel. The waiter comes up to you and greets you. 2 2 2



Good morning. Could I have breakfast, please? Could I possibly have something to eat? I'm hungry! Are you still serving breakfast?
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2



Yes, of course. Please have a seat. I'll get you the breakfast menu. I don't need it. Do you have a wide variety? I already know what I want.



3



Here you are. We serve continental breakfast and regular American breakfast items... A continental breakfast, please. What's a baguette? What's the special?



4



9 4 5



Yes, hmm... croissants, of course.



Yes, I understand.



6 6 8



What would you like to have then? 7 8 9



Do you have cream cheese or yogurt? I'll have some toast, with jelly. I'll just have croissants, please.



7



6 9 8



Pancakes served with maple syrup. I'd prefer something healthy. No, that's too filling. Yes, I'll have that.



6



Coming right up!



It's a long, thin French bread, served with butter and jam. No, I always have that! And croissants? Hmm, yes, I love French bread.



5



6 3 6



No, not really. Oh, you do?



I'm sorry, we don't. What do you have then? I'll have plain toast then. Could I have some whole-wheat toast?
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10 8 8



Plain toast? All right. Yes, no problem.
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8



We also have sesame-seed rolls, donuts, buns... No, that would be too much. Give me three buns. Do you have apple pie?



9



Yes, we do. All right.



11 11 11



What will you have with your croissants? I'll have them plain. Do you have honey? Butter and lots of jam.



10



No, not for breakfast, I'm sorry.



11 11 10



We have waffles, French toast, pancakes... I shouldn't eat too much. Hmm, I'll try the waffles. No, thank you. The toast should be enough.



11



How about some eggs? No, I can't eat them in the morning. How do you serve them? Eggs? Not for me, thank you!



12



13 12 13



Ah! You don't like eggs!



However you like: fried, scrambled, hard or soft boiled, poached... I'll have scrambled eggs. Give me a soft-boiled egg, then. I'll have two fried eggs, with bacon, please



13



11 11 11



That's my favorite! A good way to start the day! Coming right up!



13 13 13



And what would you like to drink? Coffee, please. I'll have tea. Do you have hot chocolate?
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15 14 Yes, we have hot chocolate.
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14



Would you like lemon or milk in your tea? Lemon, please. Neither, thank you. Just a little milk, please.



15



Cream and sugar? No, black. Just sugar, please. Sugar but no cream.



O.K. I'll be right back with that. O.K. I'll be right back with that. O.K. I'll be right back with that.



The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



Honey is made by bees. Marmalade Maple syrup Pancakes Cream cheese Use of the passive



2



Hot chocolate is a warm, sweet drink. Cold coffee Iced tea Two fried eggs Frozen milk Boiling water



3



Doughnuts are sweet cakes with holes in the middle. Sesame seed rolls Croissants Baguettes Pancakes



4



Soft-boiled eggs are cooked in water for less than three minutes. Scrambled eggs and toast Waffles Poached eggs and tomatoes Sesame seed rolls Croissants Compound adjectives Use of the past participle as an adjective



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. more best hard hot weak regular
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less worst soft cold strong special
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Phonetics Exercise [8 phoneme(s)]



eI



plain bacon waiter stale favorite



j



you yes yogurt usually



¯



butter enough honey much trouble



tQ



cheese much chocolate French



O



healthy three thank thought



z



please always eggs tea's



h



honey how hot hungry whole-wheat



v



have serve give leaving



Key grammar explanations [4 grammar point(s)] 1



The simple present and the present continuous
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2



'Would like': expressing wishes



3



The use and omission of 'the'
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'Little' - 'A little' - 'Much'
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Grammar Practice [3 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: very late



too late



very creamy



too creamy



very plain



too plain



very sweet



too sweet



not very interesting



not too interesting



not very fast



not too fast



very filling



too filling



'Too' - 'Too much'



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: a lot of butter



too much butter



a lot of scrambled eggs



too many scrambled eggs



a lot of fruit



too much fruit



a lot of black coffee



too much black coffee



not a lot of honey



not too much honey



not a lot of jam



not too much jam



a lot of croissants



too many croissants



'Too' - 'Too much'



3



Give the present participle of the following verbs. Example: (to disappoint) meeting



a disappointing meeting



(to disgust) scrambled eggs



disgusting scrambled eggs



(to fatten) cream cheese



fattening cream cheese



a (to threaten) gesture



a threatening gesture



an (to invite) atmosphere



an inviting atmosphere



a (to cheat) customer



a cheating customer



a (to tire) date



a tiring date



Adjectives ending in -ing
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Fill-in-the-Blanks [7 exercises] 1



You decide to have breakfast in a beautiful hotel. The waiter comes up to you and greets you. I'm hungry! Are you still serving breakfast? Yes, of course. Please have a seat . I'll get you the breakfast menu. I don't need it. What would you like to have then? Do you have cream cheese or yogurt? I'm sorry, we don't have any. I'll have plain toast then. The present continuous



2



'Would like': expressing wishes



Verbs without a continuous form



We also have sesame seed rolls, doughnuts, buns... Do you have apple pie? No, not for breakfast, I'm sorry. We have waffles, toast, pancakes... Yes, give me some toast. How about some eggs? How do you serve them? Fried with bacon, scrambled, hard or soft boiled, poached... That's a good idea. I'll have scrambled eggs. 'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too' The verb 'to have' Questions without interrogative words Direct and indirect questions 'Some' - 'Any'



3



And what would you like to drink? I'll have tea. Would you like lemon or milk in your tea? Just a little milk, please. After a few minutes, the waiter returns with a big tray. Where's the milk? Here it is. Prepositions of place



4



'Here' - 'There'



I'll have some toast , with marmalade . I'll just have a croissant , please. Do you have honey? I shouldn't eat too much. This is a healthy breakfast. 'Too' - 'Too much'
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5



Bacon, eggs and toast is a typical hearty breakfast. It's more energizing than pancakes or waffles with syrup. But too many eggs or too much bacon can be bad for your health. It's not a good meal to eat too often. 'Too' - 'Too much'



6



'Little' - 'A little' - 'Much'



What would you like to drink? I'd like a glass of milk and a cup of coffee please. And how about your friend? She'd like the same please. Would you two like anything else? No thank you, that will be all. 'Would like': expressing wishes Construction of the present conditional Use of the present conditional Questions without interrogative words The future 'Will' - 'To be going to' Modal auxiliaries



7



As they say in America, 'Time is money'. I just have a coffee and a donut for breakfast. Because I have much work to do and little time to eat. I wish I had less work and a little more time in the morning . Then I'd have the breakfast special every day! 'Little' - 'A little' - 'Much'



Sentence Practice [3 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: The waiters here work hard.



The waiters here are working hard.



Fast-food customers eat lots of potatoes.



Fast-food customers are eating lots of potatoes.



He drinks orange juice with his muesli.



He is drinking orange juice with his muesli. He's drinking orange juice with his muesli.



I order the waffles.



I am ordering the waffles. I'm ordering the waffles.



The simple present and the present continuous
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Contraction of 'to be'



Auxiliaries
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2



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Would you like a hot chocolate?



I'd like a hot chocolate.



Would he like croissants?



He'd like croissants. He would like croissants.



Would you like the check now?



I'd like the check now. I would like the check now.



Would she like whole-wheat toast?



She'd like whole-wheat toast. She would like whole-wheat toast.



'Would like': expressing wishes



3



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Would you like a hot chocolate?



I'd like a hot chocolate.



Would it like some milk in its dish?



It'd like some milk in its dish. It would like some milk in its dish.



Would they all like poached eggs?



They'd all like poached eggs. They would all like poached eggs.



Would you like a donut?



I'd like a donut. I would like a donut.



'Would like': expressing wishes



Dictation [2 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



Could I have breakfast, please? Yes, of course. Please have a seat. We serve continental and regular American breakfasts. What's the special? Pancakes served with maple syrup.



2



1 2 3 4



What would you like to drink? I'll have tea. Would you like lemon or milk in your tea? Neither, thank you. Use of the present conditional
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'Would like': expressing wishes
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Word Order with speech recognition [8 exercises] 1



could I possibly have something to could I possibly have something to eat?



2



I like continental breakfasts because of the croissants. I like continental breakfasts because of the croissants



3



I want a healthy breakfast with whole-wheat I want a healthy breakfast with whole-wheat toast



4



I don't want any honey, thank I don't want any honey, thank you



eat?



toast.



you



Negation of the indefinite article



5



I can't decide whether to have I can't decide whether to have boiled or



6



I would prefer lemon with my tea if it's I would prefer lemon with my tea if it's possible. Construction of the present conditional Expression of preference



boiled or scrambled scrambled eggs.



eggs.



possible.



Use of the present conditional



7



I can't seem to find the marmalade I can't seem to find the marmalade



8



I'll have I'll have a



a full English breakfast full English breakfast
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You decide to have breakfast in a beautiful hotel. The waiter comes up to you and greets you. Good morning. Could I have breakfast, please? Could I possibly have something to eat? I'm hungry! Are you still serving breakfast? I'd prefer something healthy. How do you serve them? No, thank you. I've had enough now. Waiter! This coffee's too weak! Is that my tea?



2



Yes, I understand.



It is? No, that's hot water. Here's your tea.



Yes, of course. Please have a seat. I'll get you the breakfast menu. I don't need it. I already know what I want. Do you have a wide variety? No, I can't eat them in the morning. No, black. I'm still hungry. Do you have any hot or cold cereal? Thank you. Same to you. This honey jar is sticky!



3



2 2 2



6 6



Oh, you do? No, not really. O.K. I'll be right back with that. Yes, we do. Thank you. Goodbye. I'll get another one!



Here you are. We serve continental breakfast and regular American breakfast items... A continental breakfast, please. What's a baguette? What's the special? No, black. Mango juice? I'll try that. But I didn't order coffee! I'm still hungry. Do you have any hot or cold cereal? Make that two slices!
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Coming right up!



9 4 5



O.K. I'll be right back with that.



Yes, we do. No problem!
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4



It's a long, thin French bread, served with butter and jam. And croissants? Hmm, yes, I love French bread. No, I always have that! Eggs? Not for me, thank you! One of each! No, on second thought, do you have fruit salad? Neither, thank you. Sorry about all this mess! I ordered black coffee! You can keep the cream.



5



Ah! You don't like eggs! Yes, I'll bring you some.



How silly of me!



Yes, I understand.



6 6 8



That's all right! Yes, we have hot chocolate.



What would you like to have then? Do you have cream cheese or yogurt? I'll have some toast, with jelly. I'll just have croissants, please. Could you also bring more butter? Sugar but no cream. That was a great breakfast! Breakfast is the best meal of the day! I apologize for all this mess!



7



9 8



Pancakes served with maple syrup. I'd prefer something healthy. No, that's too filling. Yes, I'll have that. But I didn't order coffee! I'm leaving you all these breadcrumbs! Just give me some hot water and a teabag. Do you have hot chocolate? I'll have tea.



6



Yes, hmm... croissants, of course.



7 8 9 Of course. O.K. I'll be right back with that. Glad you enjoyed it! You're right, it is! That's no problem!



I'm sorry, we don't. What do you have then? I'll have plain toast then. Could I have some whole-wheat toast? I'll have scrambled eggs. That was a great breakfast! Coffee, please. Just a little milk, please. I'm sorry, I meant fruit juice.
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10 8 8



Plain toast? All right. Yes, no problem. That's my favorite! Glad you enjoyed it!



That's all right.
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We also have sesame-seed rolls, donuts, buns... No, that would be too much. Give me three buns. Do you have apple pie? This croissant is stale! Is that my tea? I don't need it. Could I possibly have something to eat? Thank you, but I don't need the cream.



9



What will you have with your croissants? I'll have them plain. Do you have honey? Butter and lots of jam. Thank you. Same to you. I don't need it. No, but I'd love to have a glass of cold milk. I'm hungry! Are you still serving breakfast? Yes, please.



10



11 11 11



Yes, we do. All right. Thank you. Goodbye. Coming right up!



We have waffles, French toast, pancakes... I shouldn't eat too much. Hmm, I'll try the waffles. No, thank you. The toast should be enough. But I didn't order coffee! Mango juice? I'll try that. Do you have grape juice? Thank you, but I don't need the cream. Neither, thank you.



11



No, not for breakfast, I'm sorry. Strange... It's fresh from this morning! No, that's hot water. Here's your tea.



11 11 10



11 11 11



Yes, we do. I'll get you some.



How about some eggs? No, I can't eat them in the morning. How do you serve them? Eggs? Not for me, thank you! Good morning. Could I have breakfast, please? I don't need it. Do you have grape juice? Breakfast is the best meal of the day! Can I have another piece of toast?
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13 12 13



Ah! You don't like eggs!



Yes, we do. I'll get you some. You're right, it is!
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However you like: fried, scrambled, hard or soft boiled, poached... I'll have scrambled eggs. Give me a soft-boiled egg, then. I'll have two fried eggs, with bacon, please Could I possibly have something to eat? Hmm, yes, I love French bread. This croissant is stale! Give me three buns. Yes, please.



13



Strange... It's fresh from this morning!



15 14 Yes, we have hot chocolate.



No! Not at all. Yes, we do.



Would you like lemon or milk in your tea? Lemon, please. Neither, thank you. Just a little milk, please. I'll have an orange, please. No, there's no need. Do you have cream cheese or yogurt? Do you have apple pie? That was a great breakfast!



15



13 13 13



And what would you like to drink? Coffee, please. I'll have tea. Do you have hot chocolate? Thank you, but I don't need the cream. But I didn't order coffee! If it's not too much trouble. Do you have cornflakes? I'd like to have some fruit.



14



That's my favorite! A good way to start the day! Coming right up!



No, not for breakfast, I'm sorry. Glad you enjoyed it!



Cream and sugar? No, black. Just sugar, please. Sugar but no cream. I'm hungry! Are you still serving breakfast? Do you have muesli? Hmm, yes, I love French bread. Hmm, I'll try the waffles. How do you serve them?
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O.K. I'll be right back with that. O.K. I'll be right back with that. O.K. I'll be right back with that. No, I'm sorry, we don't.
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Mystery Phrase [14 exercises] 1



Person who serves you in a restaurant. waiter



2



To set out portions of food or drink. serve



3



A food made by boiling fruit and sugar. jam



4



A flat cake cooked on both sides. pancake



5



Sliced bread browned on both sides. toast



6



A thin pastry shell filled with fruit or other sweet foods. pie



7



A sweet fluid that is produced by bees. honey



8



A rich, crescent-shaped roll. croissant



9



Produced by a hen. egg



10



A drink made from beans. coffee



11



An aromatic hot beverage. tea



12



Produced by cows. milk



13



A yellow citrus fruit. lemon



14



Not this one or the other. neither



Video and Questions [1 exercises] What do you have for breakfast? A hearty breakfast with bacon, eggs and toast? A sweet breakfast with croissants, fruit and coffee?
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An energizing breakfast with cereal and fruit rich in vitamins? A dietary breakfast with just an apple . . . And a glass of milk? Breakfast is the most important meal of the day! It gives you lots of energy. You can do anything after a good breakfast! But by the end of the morning your stomach starts to rumble. It's not long till lunchtime. 'Hmm . . . what should I have? A mixed salad? A hot dog? Hamburger and fries? A typically French onion soup? Why not? I haven't got any meetings this afternoon.' Perhaps you'd prefer to eat seafood . . . Shrimp . . . Lobster or crab? Or even enjoy some fresh fish . . . In Italy they like pasta. And they do eat a lot of it! But since it comes in all shapes and colors, you never get tired of it. How about having an exotic specialty? Tandoori chicken? Or some chili con carne? Watch out for the spices . . . They make for an explosive mixture! Ever thought of trying Japanese cooking? Like sushi, which is made from raw fish . . . and plain, boiled rice. Makes you want to try some! What about French food, ever tried it? France is the home of gastronomy. Refined dishes, varied sauces, vintage wines . . . Crusty and soft bread . . . Not to mention the cheeses! Whatever your tastes, one thing is certain - nobody likes being deprived of dessert! Whether it be a raspberry tart, mmm . . . A delicious chocolate cake, mmm . . . A key lime pie, mmm . . . Or vanilla ice cream with strawberries and whipped cream. Mmm! Mmm! But like all good things . . . Don't overdo it!



1



The meal discussed at the beginning of the video is eaten... in the morning. in the afternoon. in the evening. at night.



2



In the first paragraph, you have to decide... what to eat. when to eat. where to eat. how to eat.



3



Where is the girl who is reading the newspaper? In the kitchen In the sitting room In the dining room In the bathroom



4



Which meal comes after breakfast? Lunch Supper Afternoon tea Dinner
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5



What is the man who is choosing what to eat reading? A menu A newspaper A book A comic book



6



What does the speaker think of sushi? She thinks it looks very tempting. She thinks that it looks horrible. She never wants to try it. She thinks that it is very unhealthy.



7



How is French food described? Positively Negatively Indifferently Sarcastically



8



Which of these foods is not a dessert? Raw fish Ice cream Apple pie Yoghurt



9



How does the video end? With a warning With a question With a request With a poem



10



What is this video about? Gastronomy Italian cuisine French cuisine Desserts



'Still Hungry?' (18 activity (ies) 02:02:11) Keywords [18 word(s)] to appreciate (v.) beverage coffee cup delicious
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disgusting egg fried honey hot chocolate hungry maple syrup milk orange juice refill scrambled soft-boiled tea



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



After a few minutes, the waiter returns with a big tray. But I didn't order coffee! Is that my tea? Where's the milk?



2



How silly of me! Oh! I'm so absent-minded this morning!



3 3 3



I'm sorry, I'll set the cream over here. Could you also bring more butter? Could I have some more jam, please? This honey jar is sticky!



4



4 4 4



Your coffee, sir. Thank you, but I don't need the cream. I ordered black coffee! You can keep the cream. I just need the sugar, not the cream.



3



No, that's hot water. Here's your tea. It's here.



Of course.



6 6 4



I'll get another one!



You are not satisfied at all, and you call the waiter. Waiter! This coffee's too weak! My tea's too strong! This croissant is stale!
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It is? Strange... It's fresh from this morning!
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5 5 8



5



I'm sorry about that. I'll bring you another one. 6 6 6



Just give me some hot water and a teabag. No, if I can have some hot water, it'll be fine. I'd appreciate that.



6



Here you are. Do you have everything you need now? Yes, I think so. Can I have another piece of toast? Yes, everything's fine, thank you.



7



I'll get that right away. Make that two slices! If it's not too much trouble. Yes, please.



8



8 8 8



Yes, we do. No, I'm sorry, we don't.



9 12 10



Yes, we do. Sorry, we're out of oatmeal. We don't have any left.



12 12 12



Yes, I'll bring you some.



12



That's all right.



12 11



What kind would you like? Do you have cornflakes? Oatmeal gives me energy! I usually have oatmeal.



10



No problem! No! Not at all.



You have almost finished eating your breakfast. The waiter comes back to ask you if you would like anything else. I'm still hungry. Do you have any hot or cold cereal? Do you have muesli? I'd like to have some fruit.



9



8 7 8



Would you like an orange, a pear, a tangerine or an apple? One of each! No, on second thought, do you have fruit salad? I'll have an orange, please. I'm sorry, I meant fruit juice.
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11



We have pineapple, apricot, orange or mango juice. Pineapple juice. That's my favorite. Mango juice? I'll try that. Do you have grape juice?



12



Your table is covered with breadcrumbs... I apologize for all this mess! I'm leaving you all these breadcrumbs! Sorry about all this mess!



15



You're right, it is!



14 14 14



I'll get you some more sugar, too. I can skip lunch after a breakfast like this! No, there's no need. Breakfast is the best meal of the day!



14



Coming right up!



14 13 14



Would you like more coffee or tea? No, thank you. I've had enough now. Yes, please. No, but I'd love to have a glass of cold milk.



13



Yes, we do. I'll get you some.



12 12 12



That's no problem! That's all right!



15 15 15



Have a good day! Thank you. Same to you. That was a great breakfast! That's what I call starting your day off right!



Thank you. Goodbye. Glad you enjoyed it! Goodbye!



Word Pronunciation [18 word(s)] to appreciate beverage coffee cup delicious disgusting egg fried honey hot chocolate hungry maple syrup
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milk orange juice refill scrambled soft-boiled tea



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] But I didn't order coffee! Is that my tea? Where's the milk? Thank you, but I don't need the cream. I ordered black coffee! You can keep the cream. I just need the sugar, not the cream. Could you also bring more butter? Could I have some more jam, please? This honey jar is sticky! Waiter! This coffee's too weak! My tea's too strong! This croissant is stale! Just give me some hot water and a teabag. No, if I can have some hot water, it'll be fine. I'd appreciate that. Yes, I think so. Can I have another piece of toast? Yes, everything's fine, thank you. Make that two slices! If it's not too much trouble. Yes, please. I'm still hungry. Do you have any hot or cold cereal? Do you have muesli? I'd like to have some fruit. Do you have cornflakes? Oatmeal gives me energy! I usually have oatmeal. One of each! No, on second thought, do you have fruit salad? I'll have an orange, please. I'm sorry, I meant fruit juice. Pineapple juice. That's my favorite. Mango juice? I'll try that. Do you have grape juice? No, thank you. I've had enough now. Yes, please. No, but I'd love to have a glass of cold milk. I can skip lunch after a breakfast like this! No, there's no need. Breakfast is the best meal of the day! I apologize for all this mess! I'm leaving you all these breadcrumbs! Sorry about all this mess! Thank you. Same to you. That was a great breakfast! That's what I call starting your day off right!
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [1 exercises] 1 a slice of bread a bowl of cereal a plate of bacon and eggs a pot of tea a spoonful of marmalade a piece of cake



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



After a few minutes, the waiter returns with a big tray. But I didn't order coffee! Is that my tea? Where's the milk?



2



Your coffee, sir. Thank you, but I don't need the cream. I ordered black coffee! You can keep the cream. I just need the sugar, not the cream.



3



How silly of me! Oh! I'm so absent-minded this morning!



3 3 3



I'm sorry, I'll set the cream over here. Could you also bring more butter? Could I have some more jam, please? This honey jar is sticky!



4



No, that's hot water. Here's your tea. It's here.



4 4 4



Of course.



6 6 4



I'll get another one!



You are not satisfied at all, and you call the waiter. Waiter! This coffee's too weak! My tea's too strong! This croissant is stale!
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It is? Strange... It's fresh from this morning!
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5 5 8



5



I'm sorry about that. I'll bring you another one. 6 6 6



Just give me some hot water and a teabag. No, if I can have some hot water, it'll be fine. I'd appreciate that.



6



Here you are. Do you have everything you need now? Yes, I think so. Can I have another piece of toast? Yes, everything's fine, thank you.



7



I'll get that right away. Make that two slices! If it's not too much trouble. Yes, please.



8



8 8 8



Yes, we do. No, I'm sorry, we don't.



9 12 10



Yes, we do. Sorry, we're out of oatmeal. We don't have any left.



12 12 12



Yes, I'll bring you some.



12



That's all right.



12 11



What kind would you like? Do you have cornflakes? Oatmeal gives me energy! I usually have oatmeal.



10



No problem! No! Not at all.



You have almost finished eating your breakfast. The waiter comes back to ask you if you would like anything else. I'm still hungry. Do you have any hot or cold cereal? Do you have muesli? I'd like to have some fruit.



9



8 7 8



Would you like an orange, a pear, a tangerine or an apple? One of each! No, on second thought, do you have fruit salad? I'll have an orange, please. I'm sorry, I meant fruit juice.
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11



We have pineapple, apricot, orange or mango juice. Pineapple juice. That's my favorite. Mango juice? I'll try that. Do you have grape juice?



12



Your table is covered with breadcrumbs... I apologize for all this mess! I'm leaving you all these breadcrumbs! Sorry about all this mess!



15



You're right, it is!



14 14 14



I'll get you some more sugar, too. I can skip lunch after a breakfast like this! No, there's no need. Breakfast is the best meal of the day!



14



Coming right up!



14 13 14



Would you like more coffee or tea? No, thank you. I've had enough now. Yes, please. No, but I'd love to have a glass of cold milk.



13



Yes, we do. I'll get you some.



12 12 12



That's no problem! That's all right!



15 15 15



Have a good day! Thank you. Same to you. That was a great breakfast! That's what I call starting your day off right!



Thank you. Goodbye. Glad you enjoyed it! Goodbye!



The Right Word with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1



Grape juice is the color of red wine. Apricot Pineapple Mango Tangerine



2



Stale bread is the opposite of fresh bread. Whole-wheat Raisin Just out of the oven A slice of
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Word Association [3 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. silly plain healthy wide weak stale



2



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. mean come back start give set greet get



3



stupid ordinary wholesome extensive diluted old



signify return begin donate place welcome fetch



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. sticky cold beautiful splendid hungry



slippery hot ugly terrible full



Phonetics Exercise [4 phoneme(s)]



r



dZ



right fruit orange butter sorry morning



just jam orange apologize juice



N



hungry filling bring mango



g



good egg teabag grape glass
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Key grammar explanations [4 grammar point(s)] 1



Regular comparatives
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2



Adjectives ending in -ing



3



'Too' - 'Too much'



4



Placement of 'enough'
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Grammar Practice [3 exercises] 1



Modify to express comparative superiority. Example: tall strong



stronger



good



better



cold



colder



far



farther further



easy



easier



nice



nicer



Regular comparatives



2



taller



Irregular comparatives



Modify to express comparative superiority. Example: tall



taller



slow



slower more slowly



fast



faster



comfortable



more comfortable



sticky



stickier



bad



worse



intelligent



more intelligent



Regular comparatives
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Irregular comparatives
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3



Give the present participle of the following verbs. Example: a (to disappoint) meeting



a disappointing meeting



a (to trouble) problem



a troubling problem



a (to satisfy) meal



a satisfying meal



an (to excite) dessert



an exciting dessert



a (to fill) appetizer



a filling appetizer



an (to exhilarate) experience



an exhilarating experience



a (to thrill) movie



a thrilling movie



Adjectives ending in -ing



Fill-in-the-Blanks [5 exercises] 1



Your coffee, sir. But I ordered black coffee. Oh! I'm so absent-minded this morning? I'm sorry, I'll set the cream over here. Could you also bring more butter? Of course. Here you are. Do you have everything you need now ? Can I have another piece of toast? I'll bring it right away . Construction of the preterite Use of the preterite 'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too' 'Here' - 'There'



2



Use of the past participle as an adjective



The waiter comes back to ask you if you would like anything else. My tea's too strong . This croissant is stale . It's fresh from this morning . I'll bring you another one. Use of the present conditional
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3



Would you like an orange, a pear , a tangerine or an apple ? One of each! No, on second thought, do you have fruit salad ? I'm sorry, I meant fruit juice. Would you like more coffee or tea? No, thank you. I've had enough now. Placement of 'enough'



4



I can skip lunch after a breakfast like this. Breakfast is the best meal of the day! The bread was so good, I could eat the crumbs! That's what I call starting your day off right! Irregular superlatives



5



Absolute superlative



The main postpositions



Can I get you more pancakes, sir? No, but I don't have enough syrup. I'll bring you some more. And could you bring the check at the same time? Certainly. Enjoy your breakfast. Thank you. It's been delicious . I just hope that I have enough room left in my stomach to finish it all. Placement of 'enough'



Sentence Practice [3 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: The waiters here work hard.



The waiters here are working hard.



He puts lots of sugar in his coffee.



He is putting lots of sugar in his coffee. He's putting lots of sugar in his coffee.



She fries her eggs two at a time.



She is frying her eggs two at a time. She's frying her eggs two at a time.



They bring the maple syrup with the pancakes.



They are bringing the maple syrup with the pancakes. They're bringing the maple syrup with the pancakes.



The simple present and the present continuous
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: The waiters here work hard.



The waiters here are working hard.



She has trouble starting the day off right.



She is having trouble starting the day off right. She's having trouble starting the day off right.



He leaves a big tip for the waitress.



He's leaving a big tip for the waitress. He is leaving a big tip for the waitress.



They talk business during breakfast.



They are talking business during breakfast. They're talking business during breakfast.



The simple present and the present continuous



3



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Would you like to go?



I'd like to go.



Would you like to eat here?



I'd like to eat here. I would like to eat here.



Would you like to order now?



I'd like to order now. I would like to order now.



Would they like to make an apple pie?



They'd like to make an apple pie. They would like to make an apple pie.



'Would like': expressing wishes



Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



I'd like to have a healthy breakfast. Could I have some whole-wheat toast? I'd like to have some fruit. Would you like an orange, a pear, a tangerine or an apple? I'll have an orange, please. 'Would like': expressing wishes Construction of the present conditional Use of the present conditional 'Some' - 'Any'
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2



1 2 3 4 5



I didn't order cream! I ordered tea without lemon or milk. Oh! I'm so absent-minded this morning! I'm sorry, I'll set the cream over here. Could you also bring some more honey, please? Absolute superlative



3



1 2 3 4 5



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'



I can skip lunch after a breakfast as big as this. There's no need to eat before this evening. The marmalade was so good I finished it all. The hot chocolate was my favorite. Breakfast is the best meal of the day. Irregular superlatives



Word Order with speech recognition [7 exercises] 1



you can keep the cream; I you can keep the cream; I ordered



ordered black black coffee.



coffee.



2



I'm still hungry; I wonder if they have any I'm still hungry; I wonder if they have any cereal.



cereal.



Adverbs of time



'Still' - 'Yet'



3



In the summer it is In the summer it is too hot



4



I'd like a glass of iced I'd like a glass of iced tea



too hot to eat to eat oatmeal.



tea



Construction of the present conditional



5



oatmeal.



Use of the present conditional



there's nothing better than a big breakfast there's nothing better than a big breakfast Irregular comparatives



6



the orange and pear fruit the orange and pear fruit salad
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salad looks looks delicious



delicious
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7



That's what I That's what I call



call starting starting your



your day day off right



off



right!



The main postpositions



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



After a few minutes, the waiter returns with a big tray. But I didn't order coffee! Is that my tea? Where's the milk? Just give me some hot water and a teabag. Yes, I think so. No, that's too filling. I already know what I want. Yes, everything's fine, thank you.



2



4 4 4



Oh, you do?



Your coffee, sir. Thank you, but I don't need the cream. I ordered black coffee! You can keep the cream. I just need the sugar, not the cream. Hmm, I'll try the waffles. I apologize for all this mess! I'll have two fried eggs, with bacon, please No, thank you. I've had enough now. I'll just have croissants, please.



3



No, that's hot water. Here's your tea. It's here.



How silly of me! Oh! I'm so absent-minded this morning!



3 3 3



That's no problem! Coming right up!



I'm sorry, I'll set the cream over here. Could you also bring more butter? Could I have some more jam, please? This honey jar is sticky! What's the special? Make that two slices! No, thank you. The toast should be enough. Good morning. Could I have breakfast, please? And croissants?
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Of course.



6 6



I'll get another one! No problem!



Yes, hmm... croissants, of course.
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4



You are not satisfied at all, and you call the waiter. Waiter! This coffee's too weak! My tea's too strong! This croissant is stale! I apologize for all this mess! No, that's too filling. How do you serve them? Give me a soft-boiled egg, then. Neither, thank you.



5



A good way to start the day!



6 6 6



No, that's hot water. Here's your tea. O.K. I'll be right back with that.



Here you are. Do you have everything you need now? Yes, I think so. Can I have another piece of toast? Yes, everything's fine, thank you. I'm hungry! Are you still serving breakfast? I'd prefer something healthy. How do you serve them? I shouldn't eat too much. I'll have them plain.



7



Strange... It's fresh from this morning! That's no problem!



5 5 8



I'm sorry about that. I'll bring you another one. Just give me some hot water and a teabag. No, if I can have some hot water, it'll be fine. I'd appreciate that. I can skip lunch after a breakfast like this! What do you have then? Is that my tea? Hmm, I'll try the waffles. No, black.



6



It is?



8 7 8 Yes, I understand.



I'll get that right away. Make that two slices! If it's not too much trouble. Yes, please. This croissant is stale! Do you have grape juice? I don't need it. No, but I'd love to have a glass of cold milk. What do you have then?
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No problem! No! Not at all.



8 8



Strange... It's fresh from this morning! Yes, we do. I'll get you some. Coming right up!
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8



You have almost finished eating your breakfast. The waiter comes back to ask you if you would like anything else. I'm still hungry. Do you have any hot or cold cereal? Do you have muesli? I'd like to have some fruit. No, I can't eat them in the morning. How do you serve them? But I didn't order coffee! This honey jar is sticky! I'll have plain toast then.



9



I'll get another one! Plain toast? All right.



Yes, we do. Sorry, we're out of oatmeal. We don't have any left.



12 12 12



That's all right!



Would you like an orange, a pear, a tangerine or an apple? One of each! No, on second thought, do you have fruit salad? I'll have an orange, please. I'm sorry, I meant fruit juice. Good morning. Could I have breakfast, please? I'm hungry! Are you still serving breakfast? Could I have some whole-wheat toast? Sorry about all this mess! Thank you. Same to you.



11



9 12 10



What kind would you like? Do you have cornflakes? Oatmeal gives me energy! I usually have oatmeal. No, that would be too much. No, if I can have some hot water, it'll be fine. I'd appreciate that. Give me three buns. I'm leaving you all these breadcrumbs!



10



Yes, we do. No, I'm sorry, we don't.



Yes, I'll bring you some.



12



That's all right.



12 11



Yes, no problem. Thank you. Goodbye.



We have pineapple, apricot, orange or mango juice. Pineapple juice. That's my favorite. Mango juice? I'll try that. Do you have grape juice? Do you have apple pie? What's the special? Yes, I think so. This croissant is stale! I'm hungry! Are you still serving breakfast?
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Yes, we do. I'll get you some. No, not for breakfast, I'm sorry.



Strange... It's fresh from this morning!
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12 12 12



12



Would you like more coffee or tea? No, thank you. I've had enough now. Yes, please. No, but I'd love to have a glass of cold milk. Give me three buns. My tea's too strong! Is that my tea? No, black. I'll have plain toast then.



13



Coming right up!



No, that's hot water. Here's your tea. O.K. I'll be right back with that. Plain toast? All right.



I'll get you some more sugar, too. No, there's no need. I can skip lunch after a breakfast like this! Breakfast is the best meal of the day! How do you serve them? Do you have a wide variety? Could I have some more jam, please? Do you have apple pie? Make that two slices!



14



14 13 14



14 You're right, it is! No, not really. No, not for breakfast, I'm sorry. No problem!



Your table is covered with breadcrumbs... I apologize for all this mess! I'm leaving you all these breadcrumbs! Sorry about all this mess! No, thank you. The toast should be enough. No, black. Waiter! This coffee's too weak! I just need the sugar, not the cream.



That's no problem! That's all right!



15 15 15



O.K. I'll be right back with that. It is? Oh! I'm so absent-minded this morning!



Yes, please.



15



Have a good day! Thank you. Same to you. That was a great breakfast! That's what I call starting your day off right! If it's not too much trouble. Do you have muesli? Butter and lots of jam. I'll have two fried eggs, with bacon, please Yes, I think so.
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Thank you. Goodbye. Glad you enjoyed it! Goodbye! No! Not at all. No, I'm sorry, we don't. All right. Coming right up!
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Mystery Phrase [8 exercises] 1



Tiny bits of bread, crackers, cookies, etc. crumbs



2



Adhesive, viscous. sticky



3



Recognize with gratitude. appreciate



4



A thin, flat piece cut from something. slice



5



A citrus fruit often used for making juice. orange



6



Forgetful; lacking concentration. absent-minded



7



To pass over or omit. skip



8



To say one is sorry. apologize



Weather Report (19 activity (ies) 02:20:24) Keywords [17 word(s)] chilly to clear up (v.) cloudy cold to cool down (v.) Fahrenheit fog freezing lightning overcast to rain (v.) rainbow to snow (v.) storm sunny weather wet
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Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You are organizing a three-day weekend canoeing trip with a few friends. You call to find out if the weather is going to be all right. Could I have the weather forecast, please? What's the weather going to be like this weekend? Do you have this weekend's forecast?



2



3 4 3



Hold the line, please.



Not really, no.



4 4 5



Saturday? It won't be better. Yes, showers! Yes, we are!



8 6 6



It will be cloudy and there might be a few showers. What about the day after tomorrow? Not showers! Are you sure about this?



5



I'm afraid not.



Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. You mean very cloudy? Oh, then that's not too good. Just as cold?



4



Just a minute.



What exactly do you want to know? Is the weather going to be good? Is it going to rain? I told you! This weekend's weather!



3



2 3 2



Probably as cold, yes. But it won't be freezing! 6 6 6



What about the temperature? It seems freezing to me! When will it get warmer?



6



It was 51° F today. It will get warmer on Tuesday. 8 8 7



But that's after the weekend! I see. And Sunday? Is that a normal temperature?
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7



Yes, it is. It's just a very rainy season. Yes, and we can't do much about it, can we? What about Sunday? Is it going to be like this everywhere?



8



No, just wait!



11 8 9



Sunday's going to be very uncertain too. We could even have storms. Hailstorms? Thunderstorms? You mean with strong winds and lightning?



9



Probably, yes. What about Monday? It's better to stay home, then! When is it going to be nice?



10



Don't you like canoeing in the rain?



10 11 11



Not really, no. Maybe, just a little. Yes, it will rain again.



11 11 11



Not much better, I'm afraid. You mean there won't even be any sunny spells? Still no sun? It isn't going to rain, is it?



11



9 9 9



At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! 12 12 12



I don't mind the clouds, it's the rain! Yes, but it's a bit far! We'll have to watch the canoeing on TV, then!



12



Why don't you go canoeing next weekend? Because it's not a long weekend. Why? Is the weather going to be nice and clear? Is it better next weekend?
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That's too bad! 13 13
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13



It should be much better. There will be a low pressure front. What does that mean? Does it change the weather? And so?



14



It means that the sky will clear up. Oh, great! Really? So next weekend will be sunny?



15



14 14 14



Yes, it does.



15 15 15



Probably.



Yes, you should wait until next weekend. Things will get better then. We'll see. You're sure about that, aren't you? We'll think about it.



Yes, of course!



Word Pronunciation [17 word(s)] chilly to clear up cloudy cold to cool down Fahrenheit fog freezing lightning overcast to rain rainbow to snow storm sunny weather wet



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] Could I have the weather forecast, please? What's the weather going to be like this weekend? Do you have this weekend's forecast? Is the weather going to be good? Is it going to rain? I told you! This weekend's weather! You mean very cloudy? Oh, then that's not too good. Just as cold?
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What about the day after tomorrow? Not showers! Are you sure about this? What about the temperature? It seems freezing to me! When will it get warmer? But that's after the weekend! I see. And Sunday? Is that a normal temperature? Yes, and we can't do much about it, can we? What about Sunday? Is it going to be like this everywhere? Hailstorms? Thunderstorms? You mean with strong winds and lightning? What about Monday? It's better to stay home, then! When is it going to be nice? You mean there won't even be any sunny spells? Still no sun? It isn't going to rain, is it? I don't mind the clouds, it's the rain! Yes, but it's a bit far! We'll have to watch the canoeing on TV, then! Because it's not a long weekend. Why? Is the weather going to be nice and clear? Is it better next weekend? What does that mean? Does it change the weather? And so? Oh, great! Really? So next weekend will be sunny? We'll see. You're sure about that, aren't you? We'll think about it.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1 a cloud lightning thunder a storm a hurricane rain
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2 a storm a tornado a hurricane sunshine a cloud a rainbow



3 lightning a storm a hurricane a tornado a cloud a rainbow



4 the sun the moon a planet a meteor a star a comet



5 the sky the ground a ceiling a floor a wall a river



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You are organizing a three-day weekend canoeing trip with a few friends. You call to find out if the weather is going to be all right. Could I have the weather forecast, please? What's the weather going to be like this weekend? Do you have this weekend's forecast?
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2 3 2



Just a minute.
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2



What exactly do you want to know? Is the weather going to be good? Is it going to rain? I told you! This weekend's weather!



3



Hold the line, please.



Not really, no.



4 4 5



Saturday? It won't be better. Yes, showers! Yes, we are!



8 6 6



It will be cloudy and there might be a few showers. What about the day after tomorrow? Not showers! Are you sure about this?



5



3 4 3



Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. You mean very cloudy? Oh, then that's not too good. Just as cold?



4



I'm afraid not.



Probably as cold, yes. But it won't be freezing! What about the temperature? It seems freezing to me! When will it get warmer?



6



6 6 6



It was 51° F today. It will get warmer on Tuesday. 8 8 7



But that's after the weekend! I see. And Sunday? Is that a normal temperature?



7



Yes, it is. It's just a very rainy season. Yes, and we can't do much about it, can we? What about Sunday? Is it going to be like this everywhere?
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No, just wait!



11 8 9
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Sunday's going to be very uncertain too. We could even have storms. 9 9 9



Hailstorms? Thunderstorms? You mean with strong winds and lightning?



9



Probably, yes. What about Monday? It's better to stay home, then! When is it going to be nice?



10



10 11 11



Not really, no. Maybe, just a little. Yes, it will rain again.



11 11 11



Not much better, I'm afraid. You mean there won't even be any sunny spells? Still no sun? It isn't going to rain, is it?



11



Don't you like canoeing in the rain?



At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! 12 12 12



I don't mind the clouds, it's the rain! Yes, but it's a bit far! We'll have to watch the canoeing on TV, then!



12



Why don't you go canoeing next weekend? Because it's not a long weekend. Why? Is the weather going to be nice and clear? Is it better next weekend?



13



That's too bad! 13 13



It should be much better. There will be a low pressure front. What does that mean? Does it change the weather? And so?
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14 14 14



Yes, it does.
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14



It means that the sky will clear up. Oh, great! Really? So next weekend will be sunny?



15



15 15 15



Probably.



Yes, you should wait until next weekend. Things will get better then. We'll see. You're sure about that, aren't you? We'll think about it.



Yes, of course!



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



You can find a shower in your bathroom. tuba jolly green giant milkshake sign from the gods telephone call



2



Temperature refers to either your body or to the outside. Lawsuit Suction Figure Enigma Rheumatic



3



I don't mind all the cars, but it's the pollution that bothers me! produce give birth to like to color have to wash



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. normal cloudy uncertain clear beautiful freezing wet



usual overcast doubtful cloudless fair ice-cold rainy



Phonetics Exercise [11 phoneme(s)]



E



weather very temperature better felt forget



w



weekend we wet winds water
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have forecast after that back



s



this seems Sunday nice still nonstop



v



even everywhere TV drive movie



m



mean summer middle time mind hailstorms Monday



z



weekend's drizzle freezing does thunderstorms things



aw



about clouds out now



cloudy showers



ow



going tomorrow home cold supposed snow



n



then normal can canoeing sunny



l



please lightning long really club



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Construction of the preterite
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Question-tags



3



'The same . . . as'
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Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: to cool down



to get cooler



to warm up



to get warmer



to become wet



to get wet



to improve



to get better



to prepare



to get ready



to get out of bed



to get up



to dress



to get dressed



'To get' + adjective



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: to cool down



to get cooler



to become bigger



to get bigger



to loosen up



to get loose to get looser



to come together



to get together



to become cloudy



to get cloudy



to clear up



to get clearer to get clear



to come back



to get back to get home



'To get' + adjective



The main postpositions



Fill-in-the-Blanks [5 exercises] 1



You are organizing a three-day weekend canoeing trip with a few friends. You call to find out if the weather is going to be all right. Could I have the weather forecast, please? What exactly do you want to know ? Is the weather going to be good? Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. Verbs without a continuous form
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'Will' - 'To be going to'
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2



It will be cloudy and there might be a few showers. It was 51°F today. It will get warmer on Tuesday. Sunday's going to be very uncertain too. We could even have storms. 'Will' - 'To be going to' Modal auxiliaries 'May' - 'Might' 'To get' + adjective Verbs without a continuous form



3



What exactly do you want to know? Tomorrow is going to be the same as today. What about the day after tomorrow? There might be a few showers. It's just a very rainy season. 'Few' - 'A few' - 'Many'



4



Absolute superlative



Why don't you go canoeing next weekend? There will be a low pressure front. You should wait until then. We could even have storms. You mean with strong winds? 'Next' - 'The next'



5



Irregular verbs



'Till' - 'Until'



The place of 'even'



If it doesn't rain we will go canoeing. Unfortunately, it's going to rain. Who is going to bring the tent? I will , if nobody else can. Would you? Thanks! 'Will' - 'To be going to'
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Modal auxiliaries



Questions without interrogative words
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Sentence Practice [6 exercises] 1



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Tomorrow is Friday. (Thursday) It's supposed to hail. (rain)



It's supposed to rain, isn't it?



We're going kayaking. (canoeing)



We're going canoeing, aren't we? You're going canoeing, aren't you?



They're going south. (north)



They're going north, aren't they?



Impersonal verbs



2



Tomorrow is Thursday, isn't it?



Question-tags



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Tomorrow is Friday. (Thursday) Your canoe is red. (blue)



Your canoe is blue, isn't it?



Low pressure means bad weather. (good weather)



Low pressure means good weather, doesn't it?



They hate canoeing. (hiking)



They hate hiking, don't they?



The verb 'to be'



3



Tomorrow is Thursday, isn't it?



Question-tags



Verbs: reactions and preferences



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Tomorrow is Friday. (Thursday)



Tomorrow is Thursday, isn't it?



The forecast was wrong. (right)



The forecast was right, wasn't it?



She has her umbrella. (raincoat)



She has her raincoat, doesn't she?



We're meeting at the tennis club. (the golf course)



We're meeting at the golf course, aren't we? You're meeting at the golf course, aren't you?



Question-tags



Prepositions of place
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4



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: Annette and Drew are in the same canoe. You and I have the same shirt.



You have the same shirt as me. You have the same shirt as I. You have the same shirt as I do.



You and he like the same sports.



You like the same sports as him. You like the same sports as he. You like the same sports as he does.



Terry and Franco are canoeing the same day.



Terry is canoeing the same day as Franco. Terry's canoeing the same day as Franco.



'The same . . . as'



5



Annette is in the same canoe as Drew.



Object pronouns



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: Annette and Drew are in the same canoe.



Annette is in the same canoe as Drew.



Susan and he have the same friends.



Susan has the same friends as him. Susan has the same friends as he. Susan has the same friends as he does.



Ginger and I made the same decision.



Ginger made the same decision as me. Ginger made the same decision as I. Ginger made the same decision as I did.



Their canoe and our canoe are the same.



Their canoe is the same as our canoe. Their canoe is the same as ours.



'The same . . . as'
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6



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: Annette and Drew are in the same canoe.



Annette is in the same canoe as Drew.



His umbrella and her umbrella are the same.



His umbrella is the same as her umbrella. His umbrella is the same as hers.



His umbrella and her umbrella are the same color.



His umbrella is the same color as her umbrella. His umbrella is the same color as hers. His umbrella is the same color as hers is.



The Post's forecast and the Tribune's forecast are the same.



The Post's forecast is the same as the Tribune's forecast. The Post's forecast is the same as the Tribune's.



'The same . . . as'



Dictation [2 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



Do you know if the weather is going to be fine tomorrow? No, I don't. Call and find out. All right, I will! Can you give me the forecast for tomorrow? It will be drizzly in the morning but better later in the day. That's great, we can have dinner outside! Direct and indirect questions



2



1 2 3 4 5 6



It's freezing in here! Why don't you turn on the heater? This isn't winter! You can put on your socks and a sweater. What is the temperature anyway? It must be at least 12! Strong probability using 'must'



'At last' - 'At least'



Word Order with speech recognition [7 exercises] 1



weather forecasting is weather forecasting is not



2



There was There was a



not an an exact



exact science science



a cold spell in July cold spell in July and we had



and we had to wear sweaters.



to



wear



sweaters.



'Must' - 'Have to'
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3



Hurricanes and typhoons Hurricanes and typhoons are



4



it's important to have family and friends around. it's important to have family and friends around.



5



Is Sunday the last day of the week Is Sunday the last day of the week or the first?



are tropical storms. tropical storms.



or



the



first?



'Last' - 'Later' - 'Latter'



6



San Francisco is a warmer city than New San Francisco is a warmer city than New York



York



Regular comparatives



7



are you sure that global are you sure that global warming



warming doesn't doesn't exist?



exist?



Direct and indirect questions



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You are organizing a three-day weekend canoeing trip with a few friends. You call to find out if the weather is going to be all right. Could I have the weather forecast, please? What's the weather going to be like this weekend? Do you have this weekend's forecast? Is that a normal temperature? It rained all weekend, nonstop! Really? It will be nice! Did you have snow?
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2 3 2



Just a minute.



Not much, no!
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What exactly do you want to know? Is the weather going to be good? Is it going to rain? I told you! This weekend's weather! What does that mean? Yes, if it's nice! It's better to stay home, then! Yes, I know. Yes, it was supposed to rain!



3



Hold the line, please.



Don't you like canoeing in the rain? Oh, was it?



Not really, no.



4 4 5



Saturday? It won't be better. Yes, showers! Yes, we are!



8 6 6



It will be cloudy and there might be a few showers. What about the day after tomorrow? Not showers! Are you sure about this? I'm always too optimistic! Yes, let's go before we get all wet! Hailstorms? It's always nicer when the sun's out! And what was the weather like?



5



3 4 3



Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. You mean very cloudy? Oh, then that's not too good. Just as cold? It rained all weekend, nonstop! Yes, see you at the tennis club, then! So-so. Yes, if it's nice! I do other things in the summer.



4



I'm afraid not.



See you!



Probably as cold, yes. But it won't be freezing! It seems freezing to me! When will it get warmer? What about the temperature? The weather was fine. We'll see. Oh, we had a great time! We'll have to watch the canoeing on TV, then! And the drizzle melts the snow...
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6 6



Yes, it does!
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It was 51° F today. It will get warmer on Tuesday. But that's after the weekend! I see. And Sunday? Is that a normal temperature? The weather was fine. We'll have to watch the canoeing on TV, then! Did you drive back in the fog? We only had a nice rainbow! Did you have snow?



7



Not much, no!



No, just wait!



11 9



Yes! Maybe, just a little. Yes!



Sunday's going to be very uncertain too. We could even have storms. Hailstorms? Thunderstorms? You mean with strong winds and lightning? It's boring to talk about the weather anyway. I do other things in the summer. Was the fog that thick? So-so. Is the weather going to be good?



9



No, we took the train.



Yes, it is. It's just a very rainy season. Yes, and we can't do much about it, can we? Is it going to be like this everywhere? What about Sunday? Did you? So-so. Still no sun? Just as cold? Was the fog that thick?



8



8 8 7



9 9 9 Yes! Yes! I'm afraid not.



Probably, yes. What about Monday? It's better to stay home, then! When is it going to be nice? Yes, it was supposed to rain! We'll see. Oh, we had a great time! I do other things in the summer. Did you drive back in the fog?
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Don't you like canoeing in the rain? Oh, was it?



No, we took the train.
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10



Not much better, I'm afraid. You mean there won't even be any sunny spells? Still no sun? It isn't going to rain, is it? Was the fog that thick? Do you have your umbrella? Did you drive back in the fog? It's boring to talk about the weather anyway. That's true!



11



12 12



Yes, showers! Oh, was it?



Why don't you go canoeing next weekend? Because it's not a long weekend. Why? Is the weather going to be nice and clear? Is it better next weekend? Oh, then that's not too good. Was it foggy? So-so. I told you! This weekend's weather! Not easy to ski, then!



13



11 11 11



At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! Yes, but it's a bit far! We'll have to watch the canoeing on TV, then! I don't mind the clouds, it's the rain! Not easy to ski, then! Hailstorms? I see. And Sunday? Not showers! Yes, it was supposed to rain!



12



Not really, no. Maybe, just a little. Yes, it will rain again. Yes! No! No, we took the train. Yes!



That's too bad! 13 13 Not really, no. Very foggy! Hold the line, please.



It should be much better. There will be a low pressure front. What does that mean? Does it change the weather? And so? Just as cold? Could I have the weather forecast, please? The weather forecast was wrong! I never talk about the weather! Do you? It felt like winter! Right in the middle of spring!
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14 14 14



Yes, it does.



It sometimes is! No! Never!
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It means that the sky will clear up. Oh, great! Really? So next weekend will be sunny? When will it get warmer? You mean very cloudy? Yes, so do I! I always forget mine! Was the fog that thick?



15



15 15 15



Probably.



Yes!



Yes, you should wait until next weekend. Things will get better then. We'll see. You're sure about that, aren't you? We'll think about it. Is it going to rain? And the drizzle melts the snow... We only had a nice rainbow! The weather wasn't too good. I do other things in the summer.



Yes, of course!



Yes, it does!



Mystery Phrase [11 exercises] 1



Water falling in drops. rain



2



A fall of rain of short duration. shower



3



To become intensely cold. freeze



4



A serious weather disturbance. storm



5



Movement of air. wind



6



An indeterminate period of time. spell



7



A bright day. sunny
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Flashes of brightness in the sky. lightning



9



Having a lot of power or force. strong



10



Sky covered with a white mass. cloudy



11



Storm during which pieces of ice fall. hailstorm



Video and Questions [1 exercises] In bars, at bus stops, there is one subject that everyone can talk about: the weather. That’s right, even politicians can talk about the weather calmly! Unfortunately, like politics, a lovely, blue sky can quickly become overcast and menacing. When a thunderstorm strikes, the sky fills with light and rumblings. Flashes of light illuminate the countryside. The weathermen spend years studying the weather, but they haven’t managed to explain why storms always happen on bank holidays, when everyone wants to go to the seaside or into the country. You’d think that Mother Nature never checks the date before watering her garden. Children love thunder and lightning, but they’re afraid of it too. They know that lightning can be fatal and they hide under their beds. In the middle of the night you have the impression that it’s the middle of the day! You can estimate the distance of the storm by counting the time between the lightning and the thunderbolt. If the time is very short, you’d better not fly your kite! Adults, however, spend half their lives waiting to fall in love, which some say is like being struck by lightning. But that doesn't have anything to do with the weather! There are some seasons when it rains more often. In spring and fall, for example, showers are very frequent. Rain can arrive suddenly and disappear ten seconds later. In certain places in the world, during the monsoon, inches and inches of warm rain fall each afternoon. The rain waters the ground and makes the soil richer, which then yields abundantly. This explains why equatorial countries are very green. However, an absence of water leads to drought and makes life difficult. When the sun and rain meet, a rainbow appears. Tradition says that you can find gold at the end of a rainbow. But hurry up and get the most from these natural phenomena because they don’t last long! Hey! It disappeared already! Never mind! Just be happy with this radiant sky. The air is cooler and the light brighter. Quick, let’s go out! It’s time to take advantage of it. Don’t forget your sunglasses, suntan lotion and umbrella... just in case there’s another shower. In any case, let’s rejoice since everyone knows that after the rain comes the good weather.



1



What is characteristic of a monsoon? It brings lots of rain. It is unpredictable. It has long horns. It snows a lot during a monsoon.
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Tradition says that... seeing a rainbow can make you rich. rainbows are a sign from God. rainbows mark the end of a storm. you should stay inside if there is a rainbow.



3



What is 'Mother Nature's garden'? The Earth The Garden of Eden Vegetable gardens everywhere The neighbor's yard



4



What do children think about storms? They know storms can kill. They hate storms. They like storms because school gets canceled. They don't understand storms.



5



If the time is short between lightning and the sound of thunder,... you'd better stay inside. your kite could be carried away by the wind. the storm is almost over. then you are safe.



6



What makes equatorial countries very fertile? It rains a lot. The wind blows very hard. The sun shines the whole year through. There are lots of rainbows.



7



After the storm, the narrator suggests... going outside to enjoy the weather. going outside to take advantage of the sales. taking advantage of the rainbow to look for gold. taking advantage of the good weather to play golf.



8



Most generally, 'After the rain comes good weather' means... bad luck can't continue forever. after cold weather comes hot weather. after a bad day, the next day will be worse.
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9



According to the video, what do politics and the weather have in common? The atmosphere can change quickly. They are both common subjects for discussion. Knowing the weather can help you understand politics.



Free Time (19 activity (ies) 02:38:31) Keywords [18 word(s)] anniversary boring to celebrate (v.) concert to eat out (v.) to enjoy (v.) greeting card holiday Independence Day to invite (v.) Labor Day movie theater opera party slumber party Thanksgiving theater vacation



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You are working for the American subsidiary of your firm in Los Angeles. It will soon be July 4th, the most popular American holiday, and somebody asks you what you're planning to do. I'd like to go to the movies. I haven't the slightest idea. Nothing special. I'll go to see some friends.



2



2 3 3 5



Which movie would you enjoy seeing? I don't know yet. Maybe the last Spielberg movie. I've wanted to see "Vertigo" for a long time. Have you heard of the Woody Allen movie "Play it again, Sam"?
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But which one? There are so many! Yes, it's a pretty good film. Of course.
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4 4 4 4



3



Why don't you go to the movies? 8 8 2 2



It's boring. It's a waste of time. That's a good idea. Why not?



4



And what will you do after the movie? I don't know yet. I will probably go to bed. I haven't the faintest idea.



5



6 6 6



No, it's Independence Day. No, it's Independence Day. Yes, exactly. No, it's Independence Day.



13 13 13 7



Aren't you mixing it up with Apollo I? No, it carried the first American settlers. Yes, and it carried the first American settlers. Yes, exactly.



13 13



Are you that afraid? That's true! Take off your jacket.



9 9 9 6



What do you know about the Mayflower? That was the first American space capsule. It was the first automobile. It was a boat. It carried the first American settlers.



8



I hope you do!



Do you know what the 4th of July is? The end of the Second World War. The anniversary of Washington's death. Independence Day. The day the Mayflower arrived.



7



8 8 8



What will you do with your friends? Go on a picnic. We will have a lot of fun. I have no idea.



6



Are you really that tired?



13 13



You could go for a walk in the park. It's too dangerous after 7 p.m. The weather report says it's going to rain. It's too warm for a walk. That's a good idea.
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9



Why don't you listen to some music? That's a good idea. I don't have a stereo. That's boring.



10



What kind of music do you like to listen to? Anything contemporary. Classical music. I don't know yet. Mozart, of course.



11



6 6 6 6



6 6 6 6



Are you kidding?



Unfortunately, with the changing weather, you catch the flu. Shaking with fever, you call your doctor. May I speak to Dr. Martin, please? I'd like to talk to Dr. Martin.



14



There are so many! So you're a Bach fan. That's a good answer.



So you're a pop music fan. What kind of pop music do you like? Jazz rock is very good. Rock'n'roll music is terrific. Nothing in particular. Heavy metal.



13



Ah, Mozart!



12 11 6 6



Classical music's not bad. Who's your favorite composer? All the Baroque masters. The Italian composers. Bach is the best. I like too many to mention.



12



10 6 6



Too bad for you.



Yes. Just a moment, please. Yes. Just a moment, please.



14 14



Dr. Martin speaking. What's wrong with you? 15 15 15



I'm afraid I have the flu. I think I'm ill. I'm feeling very sick.
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15



Tell me how you're feeling. 16 16



I feel very tired. I've got an awful headache.



16



Well, that's probably the flu. I'll come to your place at around 5 p.m. Thank you. Okay. That's fine.



Word Pronunciation [18 word(s)] anniversary boring to celebrate concert to eat out to enjoy greeting card holiday Independence Day to invite Labor Day movie theater opera party slumber party Thanksgiving theater vacation



Sentence Pronunciation [56 sentence(s)] I'd like to go to the movies. I haven't the slightest idea. Nothing special. I'll go to see some friends. I don't know yet. Maybe the last Spielberg movie. I've wanted to see "Vertigo" for a long time. Have you heard of the Woody Allen movie "Play it again, Sam"? It's boring. It's a waste of time. That's a good idea. Why not? I don't know yet. I will probably go to bed. I haven't the faintest idea. Go on a picnic. We will have a lot of fun.
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I have no idea. The end of the Second World War. The anniversary of Washington's death. Independence Day. The day the Mayflower arrived. That was the first American space capsule. It was the first automobile. It was a boat. It carried the first American settlers. It's too dangerous after 7 p.m. The weather report says it's going to rain. It's too warm for a walk. That's a good idea. That's a good idea. I don't have a stereo. That's boring. Anything contemporary. Classical music. I don't know yet. Mozart, of course. All the Baroque masters. The Italian composers. Bach is the best. I like too many to mention. Jazz rock is very good. Rock'n'roll music is terrific. Nothing in particular. Heavy metal. May I speak to Dr. Martin, please? I'd like to talk to Dr. Martin. I'm afraid I have the flu. I think I'm ill. I'm feeling very sick. I feel very tired. I've got an awful headache. Thank you. Okay. That's fine.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [9 exercises] 1 go to the movies eat popcorn watch television remember old times look at pictures listen to the radio
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2 go to bed drink champagne have dinner build a sandcastle get a tattoo read a book



3 go on a picnic bake a cake drive to work pull out a tooth do your homework write a letter



4 walk jump run hop fall skate



5 classical music hard rock country music jazz and blues pop music techno



6 jazz techno New Wave rap music folk music
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7 rock 'n' roll acid jazz opera heavy metal classical music



8 a space capsule an airplane a submarine an astronaut an airport a catamaran



9 an automobile a vessel a capsule a carriage a chariot a crane



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You are working for the American subsidiary of your firm in Los Angeles. It will soon be July 4th, the most popular American holiday, and somebody asks you what you're planning to do. I'd like to go to the movies. I haven't the slightest idea. Nothing special. I'll go to see some friends.



2



2 3 3 5



Which movie would you enjoy seeing? I don't know yet. Maybe the last Spielberg movie. I've wanted to see "Vertigo" for a long time. Have you heard of the Woody Allen movie "Play it again, Sam"?
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But which one? There are so many! Yes, it's a pretty good film. Of course.
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4 4 4 4



3



Why don't you go to the movies? 8 8 2 2



It's boring. It's a waste of time. That's a good idea. Why not?



4



And what will you do after the movie? I don't know yet. I will probably go to bed. I haven't the faintest idea.



5



6 6 6



No, it's Independence Day. No, it's Independence Day. Yes, exactly. No, it's Independence Day.



13 13 13 7



Aren't you mixing it up with Apollo I? No, it carried the first American settlers. Yes, and it carried the first American settlers. Yes, exactly.



13 13



Are you that afraid? That's true! Take off your jacket.



9 9 9 6



What do you know about the Mayflower? That was the first American space capsule. It was the first automobile. It was a boat. It carried the first American settlers.



8



I hope you do!



Do you know what the 4th of July is? The end of the Second World War. The anniversary of Washington's death. Independence Day. The day the Mayflower arrived.



7



8 8 8



What will you do with your friends? Go on a picnic. We will have a lot of fun. I have no idea.



6



Are you really that tired?



13 13



You could go for a walk in the park. It's too dangerous after 7 p.m. The weather report says it's going to rain. It's too warm for a walk. That's a good idea.
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9



Why don't you listen to some music? That's a good idea. I don't have a stereo. That's boring.



10



What kind of music do you like to listen to? Anything contemporary. Classical music. I don't know yet. Mozart, of course.



11



6 6 6 6



6 6 6 6



Are you kidding?



Unfortunately, with the changing weather, you catch the flu. Shaking with fever, you call your doctor. May I speak to Dr. Martin, please? I'd like to talk to Dr. Martin.



14



There are so many! So you're a Bach fan. That's a good answer.



So you're a pop music fan. What kind of pop music do you like? Jazz rock is very good. Rock'n'roll music is terrific. Nothing in particular. Heavy metal.



13



Ah, Mozart!



12 11 6 6



Classical music's not bad. Who's your favorite composer? All the Baroque masters. The Italian composers. Bach is the best. I like too many to mention.



12



10 6 6



Too bad for you.



Yes. Just a moment, please. Yes. Just a moment, please.



14 14



Dr. Martin speaking. What's wrong with you? 15 15 15



I'm afraid I have the flu. I think I'm ill. I'm feeling very sick.
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15



Tell me how you're feeling. 16 16



I feel very tired. I've got an awful headache.



16



Well, that's probably the flu. I'll come to your place at around 5 p.m. Thank you. Okay. That's fine.



The Right Word with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



The Fourth of July is Independence Day. Tenth of June Sixteenth of May Eighth of August Nineteenth of January



2



A holiday is an honored day, whether religious or national. commemorate weekend restful working



3



If it's contemporary , then it is modern. out-of-date popular antique dilapidated universal



4



If you catch the flu , you won't be able to go out this weekend. smoke a cigarette have a good time are healthy as a horse believe in ghosts



5



It's dangerous to cross the street without looking both ways first. good manners prudent a sensible idea generous ambiguous



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. mixing up take off carry shake kidding speak
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confusing remove transport shiver joking talk
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Phonetics Exercise [11 phoneme(s)]



g



vertigo good going again big



t



waste faintest settlers stereo masters terrific monster



aj



slightest time why arrived idea my right kind



E



special friends bed Independence best mention never



h



haven't heavy headache hate hold how



v



movies have anniversary very love TV



n



picnic American unfortunately dinner many



N



nothing Washington's feeling longer playing







last capsule Italian catch that's



d



end death dangerous carried afraid



k



poker particular rock baroque walk sick



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Use of the present conditional
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Regular superlatives
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Irregular superlatives



Grammar Practice [4 exercises] 1



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: good



the best



late



the latest the last



bad



the worst



much



the most



pretty



the prettiest



busy



the busiest



sad



the saddest



Regular superlatives
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Absolute superlative



Irregular superlatives
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2



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: good wet



the wettest



far



the farthest the furthest



happy



the happiest



little



the littlest the least



many



the most



rich



the richest



Regular superlatives



3



the best



Absolute superlative



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: dark



the darkest



admirable



the most admirable



beautiful



the most beautiful



cold



the coldest



big



the biggest



sick



the sickest



tired



the most tired



Regular superlatives



4



Irregular superlatives



Absolute superlative



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: dark



the darkest



nice



the nicest



heavy



the heaviest



boring



the most boring



faint



the faintest



slight



the slightest



popular



the most popular



Regular superlatives
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Absolute superlative
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Fill-in-the-Blanks [5 exercises] 1



You are working for the American subsidiary of your firm in Los Angeles. It will soon be July 4th, the most popular American holiday, and somebody asks you what you're planning to do . The future



'Will' - 'To be going to'



Modal auxiliaries



2



I haven't the slightest idea. It's too warm for a walk. Rock'n'roll music is terrific . I'm still very tired . I've got an awful headache.



3



With the changing weather, you catch the flu. Shaking with fever, you call the doctor. May I speak to Dr. Martin? I'm afraid I have the flu. Tell me how you're feeling.



4



What about playing bridge? Sitting in a little boat, you and your friend are waiting for a good catch. Which movie would you enjoy seeing ? You are working for an American subsidiary in Los Angeles.



5



I'm feeling better than ever. I don't have a stereo. That's too bad for you. Who's your favorite composer? I like too many to mention. What kind of pop music do you like? Nothing in particular . OK, we'll play without you.
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Sentence Practice [3 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (like) to go to the movies. I (prefer) to see the new gangster picture.



I would prefer to see the new gangster picture. I'd prefer to see the new gangster picture.



If I had time, I (go) this afternoon.



If I had time, I would go this afternoon. If I had time, I'd go this afternoon.



If she could, she (come) too.



If she could, she would come too. If she could, she'd come too.



Use of the present conditional



2



I would like to go to the movies.



Auxiliaries



Transitive and intransitive verbs



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (like) to go to the movies.



I would like to go to the movies.



Stephanie (go) with us if you came too.



Stephanie would go with us if you came too. She would go with us if you came too. She'd go with us if you came too.



She told me she (go).



She told me she would go. She told me she'd go.



You (like) to see another movie?



Would you like to see another movie? You would like to see another movie? You'd like to see another movie?



Auxiliaries



Use of the present conditional
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Transitive and intransitive verbs
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3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (like) to go to the movies.



I would like to go to the movies.



I knew the movie (not disappoint) us.



I knew the movie would not disappoint us. I knew the movie wouldn't disappoint us.



I (see) it again if I had any money left.



I would see it again if I had any money left. I'd see it again if I had any money left.



If I came back tomorrow, (come) you with me?



If I came back tomorrow, would you come with me?



Auxiliaries



The main postpositions



Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



You are working for a firm in Chicago. It will soon be Labor Day, a popular American holiday. Somebody invites you to go to a picnic. You and your friends find a nice spot in the park. You eat hamburgers, hot dogs and potato salad. Later on people play a game of baseball. Adverbs of time The impersonal structure The simple present



2



1 2 3 4 5 6



'Everybody' - 'Somebody' - 'Nobody'



Bob woke up with a terrible headache. And he was shaking with fever. He called his family doctor. The doctor came to the house and examined him. He gave Bob some medicine and told him he had the flu. Bob stayed home from work for a week. Construction of the preterite



3



1 2 3 4 5 6



What's Apollo One? The first U.S. space capsule. And the Titanic? The ship that was supposed to be unsinkable. Where did the Mayflower land? Off the coast of Massachusetts. Order of adjectives
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Relative pronouns and adverbs



Past interrogatives
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Word Order with speech recognition [12 exercises] 1



Sony has subsidiary companies in Paris and Sony has subsidiary companies in Paris and London.



2



Stopping before reaching our destination is Stopping before reaching our destination is a waste Uncountable nouns which may take 'a'



a waste of time.



of



time.



'Hour' - 'Time' - 'O'clock'



3



During the summer we go on picnics During the summer we go on picnics at the lake.



4



I haven't the faintest I haven't the faintest idea Regular superlatives



London.



at the



idea who sings that who sings that song



lake.



song



Relative pronouns and adverbs



5



a dog was the first passenger in a space a dog was the first passenger in a space capsule.



capsule.



6



Hospitals play classical music to soothe the Hospitals play classical music to soothe the patients



patients.



7



Mozart was a composer who began his career at the Mozart was a composer who began his career at the age of four



age



of



four.



Relative pronouns and adverbs



8



there are too many there are too many music



9



heavy metal used to be associated with punk heavy metal used to be associated with punk fashion.



10



As it was As it was said



said in in the 50's,
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music styles to styles to mention



mention



the 50's, Rock'n' roll is Rock'n' roll is here to stay!



fashion.



here



to



stay!
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11



he wasn't kidding when he predicted that the boat he wasn't kidding when he predicted that the boat would sink. Relative pronouns and adverbs



12



sink.



Use of the present conditional



I have a headache, so I won't go out I have a headache, so I won't go out tonight. Use of 'so' to express a goal



would



tonight.



Uses of 'so'



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You are working for the American subsidiary of your firm in Los Angeles. It will soon be July 4th, the most popular American holiday, and somebody asks you what you're planning to do. I haven't the slightest idea. Nothing special. I'll go to see some friends. I'd like to go to the movies. I like too many to mention. I'd love to! I think I'm ill. Bach is the best. It was the first automobile.



2



3 3 5 That's a good answer. Come on then. So you're a Bach fan. No, it carried the first American settlers.



Which movie would you enjoy seeing? I don't know yet. Maybe the last Spielberg movie. I've wanted to see "Vertigo" for a long time. Have you heard of the Woody Allen movie "Play it again, Sam"? I'm afraid I have the flu. I've got an awful headache. What kind of fish do you think we'll catch? Classical music. That's very nice of you.
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But which one? There are so many! Yes, it's a pretty good film. Of course.



Certainly some trouts.
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4 4 4



3



Why don't you go to the movies? It's boring. It's a waste of time. That's a good idea. Why not? Go to bed. I'm up on my feet again. It was a boat. I'll go see my supervisor. I'm all right now.



4



Yes, and it carried the first American settlers. He's waiting for you.



Are you really that tired?



8 8 8



I think so.



What will you do with your friends? Go on a picnic. We will have a lot of fun. I have no idea. What kind of fish do you think we'll catch? I've never seen such a big trout before. I feel very tired. I'll go to see some friends. That's boring.



6



Good night!



And what will you do after the movie? I don't know yet. I will probably go to bed. I haven't the faintest idea. I've got an awful headache. It's a beautiful place. Jazz rock is very good. I'm all right now. All right.



5



8 8 2



6 6 6



I hope you do! Certainly some trouts. Yes, it looks rather impressive.



Do you know what the 4th of July is? Independence Day. The end of the Second World War. The anniversary of Washington's death. The day the Mayflower arrived. Go to bed. I'm all right now. I won't be able to hold on much longer! What about playing bridge? I'm still very tired.
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Yes, exactly. No, it's Independence Day. No, it's Independence Day. No, it's Independence Day. Good night! Hold tight! Okay, let's play. Too bad.
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13



7



What do you know about the Mayflower? It was a boat. That was the first American space capsule. It was the first automobile. It carried the first American settlers. That's very nice of you. I'm feeling very sick. Jazz rock is very good. May I speak to Dr. Martin, please? Bach is the best.



8



13



Yes. Just a moment, please. So you're a Bach fan.



You could go for a walk in the park. It's too dangerous after 7 p.m. The weather report says it's going to rain. It's too warm for a walk. That's a good idea. Jazz rock is very good. Heavy metal. I've never gone fishing before. All the Baroque masters. I hate fishing.



9



Yes, and it carried the first American settlers. Aren't you mixing it up with Apollo I? No, it carried the first American settlers. Yes, exactly.



Are you that afraid? That's true! Take off your jacket.



9 9 9



Are you kidding? I'll teach you. Oh, sorry.



Why don't you listen to some music? That's a good idea. I don't have a stereo. That's boring. I'm up on my feet again. Brush my teeth. Go on a picnic. I'm going to bed. I've never gone fishing before.
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10 6 6



Too bad for you.



Good night! Okay, we'll play without you. I'll teach you.
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10



What kind of music do you like to listen to? Anything contemporary. Classical music. I don't know yet. Mozart, of course. I've never gone fishing before. I'd love to. That's very nice of you. I think I'm ill. I'm afraid I have the flu.



11



6 6 6



There are so many! So you're a Bach fan. That's a good answer. Are you that afraid? Okay, let's play.



So you're a pop music fan. What kind of pop music do you like? Jazz rock is very good. Rock'n'roll music is terrific. Nothing in particular. Heavy metal. I will probably go to bed. I think we'll have a good dinner. First I'm going to call our customers. All right. I'll go to see some friends.



13



Ah, Mozart! I'll teach you.



Classical music's not bad. Who's your favorite composer? All the Baroque masters. The Italian composers. Bach is the best. I like too many to mention. That's a good idea. It's too dangerous after 7 p.m. I'm up on my feet again. What about playing bridge? I'm afraid I can't.



12



12 11



6 6 6 Are you kidding? Are you really that tired? Let's go home now. Okay.



Unfortunately, with the changing weather, you catch the flu. Shaking with fever, you call your doctor. May I speak to Dr. Martin, please? I'd like to talk to Dr. Martin. I don't know yet. I've never gone fishing before. I think we'll have a good dinner. I've never seen such a big trout before. I hate fishing.
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Yes. Just a moment, please. Yes. Just a moment, please. I'll teach you. Let's go home now. Yes, it looks rather impressive. Oh, sorry.
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14 14



14



Dr. Martin speaking. What's wrong with you? I'm afraid I have the flu. I think I'm ill. I'm feeling very sick. Anything contemporary. Go on a picnic. It's a waste of time. All the Baroque masters. I like too many to mention.



15



That's a good answer.



Tell me how you're feeling. I feel very tired. I've got an awful headache. Go to bed. Okay then. That's boring. Maybe the last Spielberg movie. Brush my teeth.



16



15 15



16 16 Good night!



But which one? There are so many! Good night!



Well, that's probably the flu. I'll come to your place at around 5 p.m. Thank you. Okay. That's fine. All the Baroque masters. I don't have a stereo. Go on a picnic. I hate fishing. That's boring.



Too bad for you. Oh, sorry.



Mystery Phrase [13 exercises] 1



Terrible, horrible. awful



2



Likely to inflict injury. dangerous



3



A person who writes music. composer
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4



The general condition of the body. health



5



Remove. take off



6



The date on which an event happened. anniversary



7



Confuse. mix up



8



A person with an exceptional skill. master



9



A virus or illness causing fever and headache. flu



10



Uninteresting. boring



11



A German composer. Bach



12



A follower. fan



13



High body temperature. fever



Video and Questions [1 exercises] In most countries, the first holiday is New Year's Day. The changing year always makes us think. Everyone makes good resolutions: to go on a diet, quit smoking, exercise more . . . But four weeks later, when the Chinese New Year hasn't even begun, many of those good resolutions have already been forgotten. If you like dressing up, you look forward to carnival time. The ones in Rio and Venice are the largest and most famous of all. There are so many feathers on the costumes, you would think that all the birds in Brazil are bald! A lot of holidays have a religious origin, like Ramadan, Hanukkah or even Easter, when in some countries, chocolate eggs, bells, rabbits or chickens are given. A holiday without fireworks isn't a real holiday! They're used to celebrate Independence Day on July 4th in the United States. In France, on July 14th, the sky lights up to celebrate the French Revolution of 1789. And you can see fireworks on the 5th of November in England, on Guy Fawkes night. Everybody loves fireworks, especially when the explosions make your ears ring. Some holidays are world-famous, like the Oktoberfest in Germany. In France, there are other lesser-known festivals that, all the same, reunite towns and villages. For example, the onion festival, the tuna festival, the sardine festival and even the garlic festival! Children love Halloween, a holiday of Celtic origin, that takes place on the eve of All Saints' Day.
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They dress up as witches, ghosts or other characters. "Trick or treat!," the children shout, going from house to house, promising misfortune if you don't give them sweet things. Children bring back pounds of candies and the only real misfortunes of the evening happen to those children who eat them all up at once! National holidays are an opportunity for the whole family to get together. Grandparents visit their children and grandchildren. Everyone sits down at the table to celebrate the reunion. Here we can see a family celebrating Thanksgiving. The tradition is to thank God for having given land to their ancestors and for having provided a good harvest. The meal is every turkey's nightmare! You eat roast turkey, mashed potatoes, stuffing and pumpkin pie. And don't forget the good wine! Christmas Day is reserved for children and the presents brought by Santa Claus. He came on his sleigh during the night and then down the chimney to leave his gifts under the tree. They come in all colors: red, green . . . Even if there's no chimney, Santa Claus still manages to get in. He's a contortionist, not a burglar, otherwise he'd take more things than he'd leave behind! In Spain, it isn't Santa who delivers the presents, but the Three Wise Men. And it's on January 6th that they fill children's shoes during their sleep. But the most beautiful of all holidays is Valentine's Day. All those with hearts for the taking cross their fingers and hope to receive a love letter! Every Romeo tries to find his Juliet to take to Paris, the capital of love. And every Juliet hopes for just one thing: a marriage proposal, so that love can be celebrated each and every day!



1



What is the most appropriate title for this video? 'Holidays Around the World' 'Holiday Travels' 'American Holidays' 'Religious Holidays'



2



Which of the following means the same as 'resolution'? Firm decision Unkept promise Revolution To solve something again



3



What usually happens to New Year resolutions? They are broken. They are followed. They are renewed for the Chinese New Year. They are sold at half price.



4



According to the video, a holiday without fireworks... is not much fun. is a safe holiday. is probably a religious holiday. is less expensive.
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5



According to the video, fireworks are particularly fun... when they are very loud. on July 4th. when they explode. when there are many different colors.



6



The French garlic festival is an example of... a local holiday. a national holiday. a brilliant idea. a religious holiday.



7



Why is Thanksgiving a 'turkey's nightmare'? The turkey may be eaten. Turkeys may have to listen to grandfather's stories. Ghosts may return to kill the turkeys. Because the chickens may be bigger.



8



According to the video, what happens to children who eat all their treats at once? They get sick. They have none the next day. They are promised good luck for the rest of the year. They are punished by their parents.



9



For which holiday are women likely to hope for a marriage proposal? Valentine's Day Easter Thanksgiving The 4th of July



10



Which of the following is false? Santa Claus is the symbol of Christmas everywhere. Valentine is the narrator's favorite holiday. Ramadan is a religious holiday. July 4th is a national holiday in America.
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intermediate+ unit 1 (b1) 

So long is another way of saying goodbye. How are you Greetings My condolences Go to bed. 2. Figures are totals, numbers, amounts or other values.










 








INTERMEDIATE+ UNIT 3 (B1) 

You were in such a hurry to catch your plane that you forgot to get. American money. ...... When did Athena choose the Chinese consultants? The company sold ...










 








INTERMEDIATE+ UNIT 2 (B1) 

Answering last year's mail... I should do ... Do you have to put your address on the back of your envelopes? Yes, in case .... iM mail paper straight maybe they weigh neighbor's y{ ...... The directory lists personal addresses and phone numbers.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B1) 

Later in the day, you call to make arrangements to attend next month's trade show in Boston. "Convention ..... What will you start with? ..... [You are at a trade fair.] ...










 








intermediate unit 2 (b1) - MAFIADOC.COM 

Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 2. Make the following sentences singular. Example: There are sandwiches on the table.










 








advanced unit 1 (b1) 

Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)]. 1 ..... found there more often than in his office. ...... I'd like to test-drive one. 9 ..... Although answering the telephone all day can prove very tiresome, ...... How do you spell your name, please, 










 








BEGINNER UNIT 1 (B1) 

What is your name? .... Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. ..... from the dialogue with the related words on the right. son daughter man woman father .... Make the following sentences plural. ...... Which of the follo










 








EXPERT UNIT 1 (B1) 

Hello, Malpass Consulting. How can I help ... What would you like to know about the conference? ... Could you give me the details of the conference next week?










 








intermediate unit 1 (b2) 

My name is Peter Green. Nice to meet .... I'm afraid he's been called away on urgent business. 4. He should ..... seems that every task in this company is urgent!










 








intermediate unit 1 (b3) 

What is your name? I am Mr. Smith. Nice to meet you. 4. My name is Peter Green. Nice to meet you. 4 .... I'm afraid he's been called away on urgent business. 4.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 1 (B3) 

May I take your company's name? I'll fax you the contact information. 6. Can I email you the contact information? Yes, of course. 6. May I fax you the contact info?










 








ADVANCED UNIT 3 (B1) 

The bank that gave me a loan is closed today. ..... The Financial District interests you? ..... circus bartenders zookeepers vagabonds secret service ... family fantastic management atmosphere exactly apple ask .... the preterite of the following ver










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 2 (B2) 

What's the weather going to be like this weekend? 3. Do you ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... Why don't you go canoeing next weekend? ...... that song. Regular superlatives. Relative pronouns and adverbs. 3 a dog.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 9 (B3) 

Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. Excuse me, I'm ... What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? How about 10 ..... Adjectives ending in -ing.










 








expert unit 2 (b1) 

Well, I can give you a discount of 100 dollars. Seven hundred .... Put the following phrases in the right order. .... Never mind. 7 ...... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5 ...... than ours, ma'am. 6 .... Jill is a better manager than Jac










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 7 (B2) 

Would you give me your company name and address? 6. Can I have your company name and address? 6. 4. The name is Boardman. I'm sorry, can you repeat ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 4 (B3) 

rap music folk music. 7 rock 'n' roll acid jazz opera heavy metal classical music. 8 a space capsule an airplane a submarine an astronaut an airport a catamaran.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B3) 

You call to find out if the weather is going to ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! ..... Most generally, 'After the rain comes good weather' mea










 








intermediate unit 11 (b3) 

We spent a lot of money installing these systems and you assured me Cellular Phones took care of its customers. ... Any number of things could be responsible for the problem. 7 ... Flowers is an important client likely to bring in other big fish. Oka










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 2 (B3) 

ice water beer fresh orange juice soda warm milk. 11 lemons oranges apples pineapples apricots grapes. 12 milk ice water black coffee lemon tea espresso.










 








intermediate unit 3 (b2) 

Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 4. Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: We don't have much ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 5 (B3) 

You decide to call and find out more about them. Hello? I'm calling about your villas. 2. Do you still have villas available for this summer? 3. Could you give me ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 7 (B3) 

lettuce, scallions, green and red peppers, cucumber and tomatoes. There's also an avocado, apple and nut salad ... to book (v.) bottle to cancel (v.) to choose (v.).










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 6 (B3) 

We'd really hoped to have them all installed by now... Yes, I'm sorry. They'll be there by Friday. Hmmm... I wish you'd told us about this before. I'm sorry about ...
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